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A complete homebrew 32-zone security system, with telephone alerts 
 

The device described in this paper was built to replace a commercial security system in an industrial 

building.  This device can support up to 32 detection zones but, as installed, needed only seven.  The 

system it replaced was (supposedly) monitored by a security company, but was plagued with false alarms, 

failures to respond and considerable cost.  The advantage of this homebrew device is that it can be 

reprogrammed with much less time and trouble than relying on a third party.  It is also much simpler to 

use.   

 

The sensors 

 

The system uses two kinds of sensors, examples of which are shown in the two following photographs. 

The motion sensor on the left uses an infrared beam to detect motion.  It requires a 12V dc power supply.  

It is a four-wire device: two used for the power supply and two used for the signal.  This particular motion 

sensor was manufactured by DSC but similar motion sensors made by other manufacturers are plug-

compatible.  This particular motion sensor allows the signal wires to be connected for either “NC” 

(normally closed) or “NO” (normally open) operation.  The device described here uses the “NC” 

configuration.  By this, I mean that the output switch in the motion sensor acts like a closed switch during 

normal operation, but opens when motion is detected.  Motion sensors like the one shown use a 

translucent Freznel lens to focus the beam of infrared light and to allow the height of the beam above the 

floor to be adjusted.  A red LED on the front of the sensor lights up when motion is detected. 

 

The door-close sensor shown on the right does not require a power supply.  It has three physical parts.  

One part is mounted on the door jamb and a second on the door itself.  They are positioned so that they 

are in immediate contact when the door is tightly closed.  A magnet in the door-side part pulls on a metal 

switch bar in the jamb-side part.  When the door is closed, the magnet pulls the metal switch bar into a 

position where it shorts out the two contacts, creating a short circuit between the contacts.  When the door 

is opened, the metal switch bar falls away from the contacts, leaving an open circuit.  Therefore, this 

simple type of door-close sensor also operates in “NC” mode.  The third part is a click-on cover which 

protects the screw terminals. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

There are two advantages to “NC” operation, which relies on the integrity of a continuous electrical 

circuit from the panel to the sensor(s) in a zone and back to the panel.  Any event which creates an open 

circuit will trigger an alarm.  “NO” operation, on the other hand, relies on the electrical circuit remaining 

open.  But, there are lots of ways that can happen, not the least of which are cut wires and malfunctions.  

The second advantage is that multiple sensors can be wired in series in a single loop.  It is often 
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convenient to place several sensors in a defined physical area, which creates a “zone”, but which needs 

only one pair of wires back to the panel. 

 

Indeed, it is possible to wire all the sensors in an entire building in one long series circuit.  While this 

would be perfectly adequate for detecting break-ins, it would be inconvenient for detecting faults. 

 

The security system uses a separate PCB to consolidate the signal from eight zones. 

 

This device uses a separate PCB (printed circuit board) for each set of eight zones.  The signal from these 

eight zones is consolidated into a single signal, which is sent to the microcontroller on the main PCB.  

The microcontroller can monitor up to four such signals, being the equivalent of 32 zones.  The principal 

advantages of using a single PCB for eight zones is that PCBs which are not needed for a given 

installation need not be built. 

 

The Eight-Zone Motion Detector PCB is 7.7” wide and 2.7” high, a convenient size.  It is shown in the 

following picture.  On the left side are four 8-screw terminal strips.  The outmost pair of terminal strips 

carries +12V dc and ground, and the innermost pair of terminal strips carry the signal.  The top row of 

screws is for zone #1, the second row is for zone #2, … and the bottom row is for zone #8.  Any zone 

which does not require +12V dc is simply not connected to the outmost pair of terminals.  This can 

happen for two reasons.  If a zone is comprised of one or more door-close sensors, but no motion sensors, 

then it will not require power at all.  It can also happen that a zone has its own, local, power supply.  

There is no restriction on where the motion detectors get their +12V dc.  It may be convenient to draw 

from the terminal strips on this PCB, but it could be more convenient to have a separate power supply 

located in the physical zone, nearer to the sensors themselves.   

In the photograph, a yellow jumper connects the two signal contacts for Zone #7.  It is good practice to 

short out explicitly, using a jumper, any zone which is not, or will not be, connected to any sensors.  

There is a four-screw terminal strip in the upper-right corner of the PCB.  The two outermost contacts (the 

red and blue wires) deliver the board’s +12V power.  The two innermost contacts (the green and black 

wires) carry the consolidated signal from the eight zones to the main PCB.  Note the red arrow, which is 

parallel to a bundle of 16 wires.  These 16 wires (one pair per zone) carry information to LEDs and 

switches on the front panel.  I will explain their function shortly. 

 

The following is a condensed version of the schematic diagram showing the circuit which processes the 

signal from one zone.  If a motion detector is connected and no motion is being detected, the sensor will 
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operate like a short circuit.  This will cause the input voltage to inverter U2 to be low.  This will also be 

the case if the sensor is a door-close type and the door is closed.  In the event of a break-in, defined as 

motion being detected or the door being opened, the sensor will operate like an open circuit.  In that event, 

the input voltage to inverter U2 will be pulled high by the series resistance of resistors R3 and R4.  

Therefore, the output voltage from inverter U2 will be high when all is well and will be low in the event 

of a break-in.  A low output voltage from inverter U2 will cause LED D1 to light up.  Resistor R1 will 

limit the flow of current through the LED to approximately (12V – 2V) / 1K = 10mA.  Switch Sw1 

determines whether information about the state of this zone/sensor is passed through to the rest of the 

circuit.  Normally, switch Sw1 would be closed and the signal would be allowed to pass through.  On 

occasion, the user may find it helpful to open switch Sw1, thus “bypassing” this particular zone/sensor.  

For example, employees might work unusual hours in a particular zone, at a time when the rest of the 

building should be secured.  Or, a particular sensor may be out-of-service.  In such cases, it is possible to 

use the system for all other zones by bypassing one or more zones which cannot or should not be alarmed.  

Resistor R2 is in the circuit to deal with such cases.  When switch Sw1 is opened, resistor R2 pulls its 

lower end high – exactly where it would be if the sensor was connected and no motion was detected. 

 

The output voltage from switch Sw1, for this zone, is one of eight inputs to eight-input NAND gate U4.  

This is the NAND gate which consolidates the signals from the eight zones serviced by this PCB.  Being 

a NAND gate, its output voltage will be low if and only if all eight input voltages are high.  Stated another 

way, its output voltage will go high if any one or more of its inputs go low, that is, if any one or more of 

the zones detects a break-in.   

 

NPN transistor Q1 inverts the output from U4.  When the output voltage of U4 is low (the “All Clear” 

case), transistor Q1 will be in its cut off state.  The voltage on its collector will drift to whatever voltage is 

established by the external circuitry.  When the output voltage of U4 is high (the “Break-in” case), 

transistor Q1 will saturate and its collector terminal will be pulled low.  The signal which the Eight-Zone 

Motion Detector PCB delivers to the main PCB is therefore: high voltage = All Clear and low voltage = 

Break-in. 

 

The voltage divider made by resistors R6 and R7, with zener diode D2 wired to its midpoint, converts the 

high output voltage from transistor Q1 to +5V.  The Eight-Zone Motion Detector PCB is primarily a 

+12V circuit.  That is convenient because the sensors operate at +12V.  However, the circuit on the main 

PCB runs at +5V.  Zener diode D2 ensures that the voltage at the midpoint of the voltage divider is kept 

constant at 5.1V.  When transistor Q1 is cut off and its collector voltage floats upwards, the rise in voltage 

will be limited to 5.1V, which therefore constitutes the voltage which is passed along to the main PCB.   
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The voltage drop over resistor R6 is constant, at 12V – 5.1V = 6.9V.  The current flowing through it will 

also be constant, at 6.9V / 1K = 6.9mA.  This provides some ballast current which ensures that diode D2 

always operates in its “zener” region.  

 

Resistor R5 is the base resistor for transistor Q1.  When the output voltage from the NAND gate is high, 

there will be a voltage drop of about 12V – 0.7V = 11.3V over this resistor.  The current flowing through 

it will be 11.3V / 1K = 11.3mA.  If transistor Q1 operates in its linear region, and if the transistor’s dc 

current gain Q1 is 100 or more, then the current flowing through Q1’s collector-emitter junction will be 

100  11.3mA = 1.13A, or more.  Current of this magnitude flowing through resistor R7 would drop 

voltage of 1.13A  330Ω = 372.9V.  This is obviously not possible.  The resolution to this contradiction 

is that Q1 will not be operate in its linear region after all, but will instead be saturated.  In saturation mode, 

the three terminals of Q1 can be considered to be shorted together. 

 

Let me note here that LED D1, switch Sw1 and resistors R1 and R2 are located on the front panel.  They 

are not mounted on the Eight-Zone Motion Detector PCB but on a small Display PCB bolted to the inside 

of the front panel.  The two PCBs are connected by the cable with 16 wires which was highlighted by the 

red arrow above.  There are two wires in the cable for each of the eight zones.  The following two 

photographs show the outside (on the left) and the inside (on the right) of the front panel. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

The red arrow is parallel to the bundle of 16 wires leading from the Eight-Zone Motion Detector PCB.  

The wires in this cable are soldered directly to the PCBs at both ends, that is, are not connected to 

terminal strips.  The four components D1, Sw1, R1 and R2 are mounted on a separate printed circuit 

board, the Display PCB.  Because there are eight zones, there are eight of each D1, Sw1, R1 and R2.  The 

eight R1s and R2s are not discrete resistors, but are two chips each containing eight resistors.  They are 

SOIC (surface mount) chips.  The eight bypass switches are not discrete components either, but are a 16-

pin DIP switch with eight SPST switches.  On the other hand, the eight D1s are discrete LEDs.  They are 

rectangular LEDs with a cross-section which is 7.6mm wide and 2.5mm high.  That their height is 2.5mm, 

or 0.1 inch, permits the eight LEDs to be mounted side-by-side to form a “brick”, in which the vertical 

spacing of the LEDs is the same as the vertical spacing of the DIP switches.  The eight zones are 

represented from top to bottom on the front panel, which each row containing the LED and the bypass 

switch for the corresponding zone.  I will defer for the moment a description of the other three LEDs and 

the pushbutton switch on the front panel. 
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The complete schematic diagram for the Eight-Zone Motion Detector circuit is given in Appendix “A” 

attached hereto. 

 

An overview of the main circuit 

 

The heart of the main circuit is a PIC16F872 microcontroller, made by Microchip.  Four of its I/O pins 

are connected to the outputs from up to four Eight-Zone Motion Detector PCBs.  If there are fewer than 

four such PCBs installed in this device, then the unused inputs to the main circuit should be tied high.  

When it is in Alarmed Mode, the microcontroller constantly polls the voltages on these four lines, 

awaiting a low voltage which would indicate a break-in event. 

 

One of the microcontroller’s I/O pins is used to control the eight output relays.  The eight relays are 

comprised of two 4-pole single-throw relays (Digikey part # 255-2252-ND).  The contacts of these relays 

are normally open.  In the event of a break-in, both relays are closed and the contacts of each of the eight 

poles are shorted together.  Up to eight different circuits can use these relays as their control switches.  

The contacts of the relays are rated to 4A at 250V ac or to 3A at 30V dc and can easily control sirens, 

flashing lights, aisle lighting, and so on. 

 

The interesting part of the main circuit manages the telephone line, and is shown in the following block 

diagram.  This device uses a normal Bell telephone line, but the line can be shared with other devices.  

The sharing is accomplished using: (i) a TS117 multi-function telecom relay to determine the status of the 

line and (ii) a double-pole double-throw relay to take the line off-hook when this device needs to make an 

outgoing call.  The TS117 is connected to the wires from the Bell System’s Central Office.  If the line is 

not in use, then the microcontroller can close the DPDT relay to connect the external line to the circuit.  

When this device is not using the external line, the DPDT relay is left open, in which condition the two 

wires from the Central Office are connected straight through to whatever downstream devices may be 

connected in parallel.  In the block diagram, it is assumed that this particular telephone line is one of the 

outside lines which feeds the building’s PBX (“private branch exchange”, more commonly called the 

building’s “telephone system”). 
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Both incoming and outgoing signals on the telephone line are processed by an M-8880 DTMF transceiver 

chip.  In this application, the M-8880 chip is used in two modes: (i) to detect call progress tones and to 

transmit DTMF tones.   

 

“Call progress tones” are a set of signals which the Central Office sends down the telephone line to report 

certain conditions.  They include the dial tone, the ringing signal, call waiting, message waiting, and a 

number of others.  They are distinguishable one-from-the-other by their frequency and their duty cycle.  

Here in North America, for example, the dial tone is a steady sinusoidal waveform, which is a 

combination of one sine wave at 350 Hz and a second sine wave at 440 Hz.  The ringing signal consists of 

a pulsed sinusoidal waveform, which is a combination of one sine wave at 440 Hz and a second sine wave 

at 480 Hz.  The ringing signal is a pattern of two-second pulses followed by four seconds of silence.  It 

should be noted that call progress tones differ from country to country but are the same across North 

America.  The ringing signal should not be confused with a “ring tone”, which is the audio waveform 

which a telephone produces when it receives the ringing signal.  They used to be the same, but modern 

telephones can be programmed to play various tunes when they “ring”.   

 

Like call progress tones, “dual-tone multiple-frequency (DTMF)” tones are each a combination of two 

sine waves.  There are 16 DTMF tones, corresponding to the 16 buttons on a normal touch-tone telephone.  

The M-8880 chip can be configured (under software control) to transmit or receive DTMF tones.  The 

program for the microcontroller, which is listed in Appendix “I”, only requires that the M-8880 transmit 

DTMF tones.  The capability of the M-8880 to receive DTMF tones is not used.  I will have more to say 

about the usage of the M-8880 below. 

 

Line status detection 

 

The following is an extract from the schematic diagram of the main circuit, showing the components 

which are used to detect the status of the external telephone line and to take it off-hook when required. 
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The tip and ring lines from the Bell System’s Central Office connect to two of the screws on terminal 

strip Jtel.  The polarity of the connection is not important, so that it does not matter which wire is 

connected to which screw.  When this device is not using the telephone line, double-pole double-throw 

relay Rly3 is open.  This connects the incoming tip and rings lines straight through to the other two 

screws on terminal strip Jtel.  Providing a straight-through connection for the external telephone line is 

simply for convenience, to make it easier to wire other devices in parallel with this one.   

 

The microprocessor (U5) uses one of its I/O lines (pin RC4) to control Rly3.  When the voltage on RC4 

goes high, NPN transistor Q4 is driven into its saturation region.  Current flowing through its collector-

emitter junction flows in series through the coil of relay Rly3, closing it.  Of course, relay Rly3 has a 

5Vdc coil.  Diode D7 is a common 1N4148 diode and is placed across the coil under reverse bias.  When 

relay Rly3 is opened, the magnetic field which was generated by the dc current flowing through the coil 

suddenly collapses.  The magnetic energy is converted into electrical energy in the form of a burst of 

current.  Diode D7 provides a path for this discharge current to flow back into the coil, lessening its 

impact on the rest of the circuit. 

 

When relay Rly3 is closed, the external telephone is disconnected from any other devices which are 

connected to the “To PBX” side of terminal strip Jtel.  The external telephone line now completes the 

primary circuit of transformer TRtel.  TRtel is a small isolation transformer.  As is common in telephone 

circuits, the primary and secondary sides of transformer TRtel have an impedance at audio frequencies of 

600Ω.   

 

Resistor R20 has a resistance of 620Ω.  Its presence across the external telephone line is what causes the 

Bell System’s Central Office to recognize that this particular telephone line has now been taken “off 

hook”.  The standard “on hook” voltage between the tip and ring wires is nominally 48Vdc.  A 620Ω 

resistor between the two wires will draw current equal to 48V / 620Ω = 77.4mA.  Although it varies from 

one Bell System to another, a current of approximately 20mA is the threshold above which the telephone 

is assumed to be “off hook”. 

 

Capacitor C10 blocks the dc current from passing through the primary side of transformer TRtel.  Most of 

the 600Ω:600Ω transformers used in telephone circuits are not designed to have any dc current flowing 

through their primary coils.  C10 is shown on the schematic diagram with a capacitance of 5μF.  But it is 

shown on the printed circuit board as being two 10μF tantalum capacitors wired back-to-back.  I prefer to 

use tantalum capacitors where possible.  Although tantalum capacitors are polarized, two such capacitors 

with the same capacitance can be placed back-to-back in series (meaning that the negative terminal of one 

of them is connected to the negative terminal of the other) to construct an equivalent non-polarized 

capacitor with one-half of the individual capacitances. 

 

The secondary side of transformer TRtel is connected to the M-8880 DTMF transceiver chip.  Capacitor 

C11 is another series-pair of 10μF capacitors which prevents any dc current from flowing through the 

secondary side of the transformer.  At audio frequencies, say from 100Hz to 1000Hz, the impedance of 

this capacitor ranges from  = Ω to Ω, not high 

enough to materially reduce the signal strength. 

 

Component U6 is the TS117 multi-function telecom relay.  It has many applications in telephony, only 

one of which is used in this application.  Here, it is used to determine whether or not the external 

telephone line is in use.  It allows this determination to be made without taking the line off-hook.  The tip 

and ring lines from the Central Office are part of a series circuit connected through pins 5 and 8 of U6.  

Note that that the connection is made upstream from relay Rly3, so that the external line can be tested 

without closing the relay.  When relay Rly3 closes, it causes a “click” on the line, which could be 

annoying, or worse, to another device which might be using the line. 
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The series circuit through the tip and ring lines includes two zener diodes D5 and D6 and a resistor R17.  

The zener diodes have a breakdown voltage of 18V.  When current flows through the diodes, in either 

direction, one of the diodes will conduct in its zener region and the other will conduct in its forward 

region, like a normal diode.  The voltage drop across the two diodes will be about 18.7V, 18V over the 

diode conducting in its zener region and 0.7V over the diode conducting in its forward region.  It follows 

that no current will flow through this series circuit unless the tip-to-ring voltage is greater than 18.7V.   

 

Actually, the threshold voltage for current flow is slightly more than 18.7V because of the internal 

circuitry of U6.  Between pins 5 and 6 there is a pair of infrared LEDs.  These two LEDs are in parallel, 

and oriented in opposite directions, so that the chip will operate with the tip-side and ring-side wires 

attached in either polarity. This pair of LEDs will add another 0.7V to the threshold voltage at which 

current flows through the input circuit, bringing it to 18.7V + 0.7V = 19.4V. 

 

Pins 7 and 8 of U6 are the contacts of a solid state relay.  When U6 is activated (as described below), this 

relay will be closed and the resistance between the two pins will be quite small, certainly negligible 

compared with the other resistor R17 in the circuit. 

 

If the external telephone line is not in use by some other device, then the voltage difference between the 

tip and ring lines will be approximately 48V.  This exceeds the 19.4V threshold voltage, so current will 

flow through the input side of U6.  The current will be limited by 15K resistor R17 to (48V – 19.4V) / 

15K = 1.9mA.  This current is well below the 20mA threshold at which the Bell System will consider the 

line to have been taken off-hook.  In fact, this current is small enough that several devices can share this 

line – even if several of them tested the line at the same time, their collective current draw would still be 

below the Bell System’s threshold. 

 

Now, let us consider the other case, where the external telephone line is in use by another device when U6 

is activated.  When the other device took the external line off-hook, the Bell System disengaged the 

normal 48Vdc supply and engaged a different supply, which drops between 6V and 12V between the tip 

and ring lines.  This range of voltages will drive between 10mA and 20mA through a handset with an off-

hook resistance of 600Ω.  Since the voltage difference between the tip and ring lines is less than the 

19.4V threshold of U6, no current will flow through U6’s input circuit. 

 

Now, let us consider the control and output side of U6, which includes pins 1 through 4.  U6 is controlled 

by the voltage between pins 1 and 2, which are the two ends of an infrared light-emitting diode (LED).  

The microcontroller controls this LED using one of its I/O lines (pin RC5).  When RC5 is high (the logic 

is powered using +5Vdc), no current flows through the pin1-2 LED and U6 is not activated.  When the 

microcontroller pulls RC5 low, the LED is forward biased and glows.  Resistor R18 limits the flow of 

current through the LED to about (5V – 2V) / 500Ω = 6mA.    

 

When the pin1-2 LED glows, the relay whose contacts are pins 7 and 8 is closed.  This enables U6.  When 

U6 is not enabled, that relay is open and no current at all flows through the input circuit, whatever the 

voltage between the tip and ring wires may be.  The microcontroller’s software only activates U6 when a 

telephone call must be made, thus reducing the load this device places on the external line. 

 

If U6 is activated, and if the external telephone line is free for use, then current flows through the input 

circuit.  This input circuit current will flow through the pair of infrared LEDs between pins 5 and 6.  One 

or the other of these two LEDs will glow.  When it does, its radiation will forward bias the NPN output 

transistor between pins 3 and 4.  The collector resistor R19 controls the voltage of the transistor’s 

collector, at pin 3.  The value of R19 is set high enough that the output transistor will not operate in its 

linear region.  It will either be cut-off or saturated.  When it is saturated, the collector will be pulled low, 

indicating that the external line is free for use.  When it is cut-off, the collector will float high, indicating 
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that the external line is in use.  The microcontroller reads this Line-In-Use (LIU) voltage on one of its I/O 

lines (pin RA4).  

 

One last thing to note about this circuit is that the ac signal from the audio transformer TRtel is handled in 

a “single-sided” way.  One end of the secondary coil of the transformer is grounded and the signal is 

taken from the other end of the secondary coil.  It is possible with slightly more complicated circuitry to 

operate the transformer in a symmetrical, or “double-sided” way, but not much is gained by doing so. 

 

The M-8880 DTMF transceiver chip 

 

The following is an extract from the schematic diagram of the main circuit, showing the components 

which are used to transmit and receive signals on the telephone line.  I have shown with two red arrows 

the directions that the ac audio frequency signals flow into and out from the M-8880 chip (U8). 

U8 is wired up pretty much in accordance with its datasheet.  Incoming audio signals from the isolation 

transformer are stepped up by resistors R24 and R25, which provide gain of 540K / 100K = 5.4.  Resistor 

R23 and capacitor C14 govern the steering circuit and are the values recommended in the datasheet.  U8 

requires an oscillator at the common 3.58MHz TV frequency.  The circuit uses a three-terminal ceramic 

oscillator with built-in capacitors (X2) for this purpose.  DTMF tones generated by U6 are output on pin 8.  

Load resistor R27 has a value (27K) at the middle of the range recommended by the datasheet.   

 

I added an op-amp (U7) as a buffer, although the circuit would probably work quite well without it.  The 

tone waveform produced by U8 will have a nominal dc voltage of 2.5V, with the audio signal imposed on 

that average voltage.  The op-amp is wired as a differential amplifier, with its reference voltage of 2.5V 

provided by the voltage divider comprised of R28 and R29.  As a differential amplifier, U7 will amplify 

the difference between the voltages on its two input pins, pin 2 and pin 3.  Since it is used simply as a 

buffer, and not to provide extra amplification, the gain of the op-amp is set to unity by using the same 

values for resistors R22 and R26.  A small 33pF capacitor (C13) suppresses high frequencies.  The output 

waveform from U7 is passed to the isolation transformer through another coupling capacitor C12.  Like 
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the other 5μF capacitors shown in the circuit, C12 is constructed from a back-to-back pair of 10μF 

tantalum capacitors. 

 

The microcontroller uses all eight bits of its portB to communicate with the M-8880 chip.  Four of these 

lines (D0 through D3) are data lines.  Data passes both ways on this bus.  Three of the other four lines 

(RSO, RW and Phi) are used by the microcontroller to control U6.  These three lines are unidirectional – 

at all times, the microcontroller sets the voltage on these lines and U8 reads them.  The remaining line, 

IRQ, is also a unidirectional line but it is under the control of U8. 

 

The M-8880 chip is relatively complex.  It can operate in three different modes: (i) transmitting DTMF 

signals, (ii) receiving DTMF signals and (iii) receiving call progress tones.  (It also has several sub-

capabilities such as transmitting single-frequency tones, transmitting in burst mode, and so on, but this 

application does not use any of those capabilities.)   

 

To do its work, the M-8880 chip uses several internal four-bit registers.  The Status register, the Control 

Register, the A register and the B register are used for control purposes.  The Transmit and Receive 

registers hold DTMF codes which will be sent or have been received.  Using the M-8880 is not so simple 

as just writing to the Transmit Data register or reading from the Receive Data register.  Instead, 

procedures of a dozen or so steps are needed.  Other procedures, also containing a dozen or so steps, are 

also needed to put the chip into one or another of its operating modes.  In addition, there is a separate 

procedure which must be used to initialize the chip after power-up. 

 

The M-8880 datasheet could benefit from having a more complete description of these procedures.  I do 

not intend to describe the procedures in detail here in the text.  Instead, I refer the reader to the listing of 

the program for the microcontroller, which is attached as an appendix.  The necessary procedures to 

initialize U8 and to set its operating modes are contained in the following five subroutines, which do what 

their names imply: 

 

 InitializeU8 

 ConfigureU8ForDTMFTransmission 

 ConfigureU8ForDTMFReception (*) 

 ConfigureU8ForCPMonitoring 

 CheckIfU8ReceiveHasHappened (*) 

 

The two subroutines marked with asterisks are not actually used in this application, but are included for 

the sake of completeness.  These five principal subroutines use the following four sub-subroutines to 

write to and read from U8’s internal registers: 

 

 ReadFromU8StatusReg - reads the Status Register into tempU8In<3-0> 

 WriteToU8ControlReg - writes tempU8Out<3-0> into the Control Register 

 WriteToU8TransmitReg - writes tempU8Out<3-0> into the Transmit Data Register 

 ReadFromU8ReceiveReg (*) - writes the Receive Data Register into tempU8In<3-0> 

 

Note that tempU8In and tempU8Out are two data registers which are defined in the microcontroller’s 

program.  These two registers are used exclusively for communicating with U8. 

 

There are several other supporting subroutines as well.  Since portB is a bidirectional data bus, it must be 

reconfigured for input or output depending on whether a four-bit nibble is to be read from or sent to U8, 

respectively.  The two subroutines which reconfigure the data direction of portB are: 
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 ConfigurePortBForInput - configures portB for a read from U8 

 ConfigurePortBForOutput - configures portB for a write to U8 

 

The previous eleven subroutines are used to control U8.  There are four additional subroutines which 

actually cause U8 to send or receive signals on the telephone line itself.  They are: 

 

 SendDTMF - sends the low nibble of register DTMFchar to the telephone line 

 SendSOS - send four cycles of SOS on the telephone line 

 ReadIRQOnce - reads the IRQ pin to determine if a CP tone is present 

 ReadIRQ50ms - reads the IRQ pin long enough to detect a CP waveform 

 

These four subroutines deserve a more detailed description. 

 

Subroutine SendDTMF 

 

DTMFchar is another data register which is defined in the microcontroller’s program.  It is used 

exclusively to hold the DTMF code which the microcontroller wants U8 to send.  Although the M-8880 

can be configured to send DTMF tones automatically, with durations of either 51ms or 102ms, these 

durations may be a little too short for some Bell Systems to detect reliably.  I prefer to have the 

microcontroller determine the timing.  In this application, subroutine SendDTMF sends a single DTMF 

tone pulse with a duration of 500ms, followed by a pause of 500ms.   

 

Binary code b’0001’ corresponds to the “1” key on a telephone keypad, b’0010’ corresponds to the “2” 

key, and so on.  Be advised, though, that b’0000’ is NOT the “0” key.  Instead, the “0” key is binary code 

b’1010’ = d’10’. 

 

Subroutine SendSOS 

 

I have not described what this device does when it dials a telephone number after it detects a break-in.  

When the callee picks up the phone, this device sends a Morse code SOS.  The message consists of 

“SOSOSOSO”, being “dit-dit-dit dah-dah-dah dit-dit-dit dah-dah-dah dit-dit-dit dah-dah-dah dit-dit-dit 

dah dah dah”.  Each dit is 200ms in duration; each dah is 600ms in duration.  The dits and dahs are 

separated by pauses of 200ms.  The tone used for the dits and the dahs is the “1” key tone.  (More code 

was at one time widely used on “party lines” in rural areas, where several households shared a single line.  

The only Morse character which remains in use is “T”, or “dah”, which is the ringing signal.) 

 

A more complicated message, or a voice message, is not needed for the building where this device is 

installed.  The callees are managers and employees who work there and, between the caller ID and the 

unique message, realize instantly what the call is all about.   

 

However, there are several avenues to pursue if callees need to be given more information. 

 

1. If more than one building is secured by a device like this one, different codes and/or tones can be 

programmed to identify the particular building.  It is not necessary that the callees understand 

Morse code.  They simply need to know what the pattern they hear means. 

2. The microcontroller monitors inputs from up to four separate Eight-Zone Motion Detector PCBs.  

If it is important for an installation, one could program the message to include a code identifying 

which PCB detected the break-in.   

3. If one cares to upgrade the circuit to include a voice message chip, then the message could be 

constructed from phrases recorded on the chip.  The ISD1700 series of voice message chips 
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would be a good place to start.  They can hold 100 or more phrases with a cumulative duration 

measures in minutes.  This would be a necessary upgrade if one wanted this device to call the 

police directly. 

 

The listing of the microcontroller’s program which is given below allows for up to four telephone 

numbers to be called in response to a break-in.  The device will call all of the numbers designated.  If any 

particular call is not successful, the device will try again at one-minute intervals until it succeeds. 

 

Subrotuine ReadIRQOnce 

 

When U8 is configured to monitor call progress tones, it presents its output on pin 13, the IRQ pin.  The 

IRQ pin has an open-collector output, so resistor R30 is used to pull the output high when the output 

transistor is cut-off.  When U8 is configured to monitor call progress tones, it presents on its IRQ pin a 

square wave representation of the waveform it is receiving.  The following figure shows an example. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The incoming call progress waveform is shown in black in the top half of the figure.  The 5V square wave 

output on the IRQ pin is shown in red in the bottom half of the figure.   

 

In order to determine precisely the nature of the call progress tone, the microcontroller needs to sample 

the square wave repeatedly.  If it takes enough samples, it can calculate the length of the pulses and 

pauses and so determine exactly which call progress tone is present.   Sometimes, though, a complete 

determination is not really necessary.  Let me give an example.  After this device takes the external 

telephone line off-hook, it must wait for the presence of a dial tone before beginning to transmit the 

DTMF codes of the telephone number.  A dial tone is one of the call progress tones which U8 detects.  

When a dial tone is present, the waveform on the IRQ pin will be a complicated square wave combining 

the two frequencies which make up the dial tone.  One could program the microcontroller to work out the 

exact shape of the waveform and confirm that it is, indeed, a dial tone.  Or, alternatively, since a dial tone 

is expected, any occurrence of a high voltage on the IRQ line could be interpreted as the presence of a 

dial tone.   

 

In this application, subroutine ReadIRQOnce executes a single sample of the IRQ line for exactly this 

purpose.  If the sample shows a high voltage, the microcontroller assumes that a dial tone is present. 

 

Subroutine ReadIRQ50ms 

 

At other times, the microcontroller must think a little harder about the incoming call progress tone.  

Subroutine ReadIRQ50ms helps do this.  It samples the IRQ line 250 times, every 200μs for 50ms.  If it 

discovers IRQ high at any time during this 50ms period, it sets a flag bit RetValues<IRQ> high.  If the 

IRQ line is low at every one of 250 samples, ReadIRQ50ms asserts the flag bit RetValues<IRQ> low.  

call progress waveform 

5V 

Gnd 

waveform on IRQ pin 
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The calling procedure tests the flag bit to determine whether or not a call progress tone occurred at any 

time during the 50ms period.  I will explain how the microcontroller uses this knowledge in the following 

section. 

 

The call progress algorithm 

 

Managing telephone calls by computer is a more complex matter than one might think.  The algorithm 

used in the microcontroller’s program in this application, as listed below, makes no attempt at all to deal 

with many of the situations that can arise during the course of a telephone call.  If this program does not 

get what it expects, it simply aborts the call and tries again one minute later.  Since there are only four 

callees, all of whom have a relationship with the building being monitored, it is possible to get away with 

this kind of abbreviated algorithm.  But, if one was designing an algorithm to call people at random, and 

to tell them they have just won a cruise, then the software would have to deal with many more conditions.  

Let me explain.  The challenges can be described in five areas. 

 

1. Line availability before dialing – A dial tone is expected, of course.  If the line being used has a 

message service, there may be a call waiting tone instead.  If the line being used runs through a 

PBX, it may be necessary to wait for the PBX’s dial tone, then to dial a digit to access an “outside” 

line and then to wait for the Bell System’s dial tone.  If the telephone being called is long distance, 

it may be necessary to enter one or more codes, and to wait for the appropriate responding tones 

from the Bell System, before dialing the callee’s local number.    

2. Line availability after dialing – A ringing signal is expected or, possibly, a busy signal.  But, there 

are other possibilities, including call progress tones such as Circuits Busy and audio messages 

such as Number Not In Service or This Is A Long Distance Call, Please Dial “1” And Try Your 

Call Again.  A good algorithm would also try to determine if the callee’s telephone line has been 

call-forwarded.  Evidence of this would be some DTMF tones on the line after the algorithm has 

finished its own dialing cycle. 

3. The Ringing Signal – In North America, the ringing signal is a two-second pulse followed by a 

four-second pause.  The algorithm must be able to detect a ringing signal.  A good algorithm 

would also be able to avoid wasting time by being able to detect a busy signal.  A very good 

algorithm would also be able to detect the rare condition where the callee picks up the phone just 

before the first ringing tone.    

4. The Answer – The algorithm must be able to determine if, and when, the phone is picked up.  A 

good algorithm would attempt to determine if the phone was answered by a person or by an 

answering machine.   

5. Callee actions – A good algorithm should be able to determine if the callee hangs up.  In fact, this 

is a requirement for commercial-grade dialers.  A good algorithm would also allow the callee to 

make choices by pressing one key or another.  To do this, the algorithm would configure U8 to 

receive DTMF codes.  A very good algorithm would provide voice recognition for certain words 

the callee might be prompted to say.    

 

The algorithm used by the microcontroller in this device is very basic.  It can do the job it needs to do, but 

not much more.  The subroutine MakeCall in the code carries out the entire procedure for making a single 

telephone call.  Before MakeCall is executed, the number of digits in the telephone number is loaded into 

data register LenTelNum and the digits themselves are loaded into data registers telnum1, telnum2, 

telnum3, …  Subroutine MakeCall proceeds as follows.   

 

1. It activates the TS117 telecom relay (U6) to check whether the external telephone line is in use.  

If it is free, the subroutine takes the line off-hook by closing Rly3.  If it is not free, the subroutine 

checks again every 100ms for ten seconds waiting for it to free up.  If it does not free up, the 

subroutine aborts the call. 
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2. After taking the external line off-hook, the microcontroller waits up to five seconds for a dial tone.  

It samples the IRQ line every 20ms waiting for a high voltage on the IRQ line.  If it does not get 

the high voltage, it aborts the call. 

3. If a dial tone is received, the subroutine configures U8 to transmit DTMF codes and then sends 

the number of digits in data register LenTelNum.  At the end of dialing, the subroutine configures 

U8 to receive call progress tones.  

4. The subroutine waits for the start of the first ringing tone.  It waits up to five seconds, checking 

the IRQ line every 20ms.  If a call progress tone does not start within this five-second period, the 

subroutine aborts the call.  

5. When the start of the first ringing tone is detected, the subroutine enters into a series of loops, 

waiting through each pulse and each following pause.  The looping is stopped if any one of three 

conditions occurs: 

(a) More than ten ringing tones have occurred.  That corresponds to ten rings, after which the 

subroutine gives up and aborts the call. 

(b) A ringing tone lasts more than three seconds, which means that something is wrong.  The 

two-second pulse of a ringing tone is the longest pulse in all of the call progress tones, so 

one exceeding three seconds is outside of the envelope.  The subroutine aborts the call. 

(c) A pause lasts more than 4.1 seconds.  This is interpreted as the callee answering the 

phone, in which case the subroutine proceeds to Step 6. 

6. The subroutine configures U8 to transmit DTMF codes and then calls subroutine SendSOS to 

transmit the message. 

7. Lastly, the subroutine hangs up the external telephone line.  It also sets a flag bit 

Flags<Call*Done> to record that the call to telephone number * (one of 1, 2, 3 or 4) has been 

completed successfully. 

 

Once per minute during an alarm condition, the program executes the telephoning cycle.  The number of 

telephone numbers the device is to call in response to an alarm is stored in data register NumTelNum.  

The program checks the flag bit Flags<Call1Done>, Flags<Call2Done>, Flags<Call3Done> and 

Flags<Call4Done>.  If any one or more of the numbers has not been called successfully, the program tries 

them once more. 

 

The algorithm does not check for busy signals.  If a callee’s telephone line is busy, subroutine MakeCall 

will simply never receive a 4.1-second pause in the sequence of call progress pulses.  This will waste five 

or six seconds, while the algorithm counts through ten busy signals, but the delay is not significant. 

 

The algorithm does not check whether the callee is a person or not.  It simply transmits the SOS and then 

hangs up.   

 

Nor does the algorithm check to see if the callee hangs up.  The SOS message is just a few seconds long. 

 

The procedure to arm this device 

 

This device is armed by pressing a single pushbutton twice.  It does not use keypads and key codes.  For 

two reasons, this is adequate for the building in which it is installed.  First, the device itself is located in a 

locked room.  Second, security cameras monitor the aisle leading to the locked room.  The first reason is 

important because it means that thieves cannot deactivate this device without first getting into the locked 

room.  The second is important because it enables management to determine who set (or forgot to set) the 

device. 

 

The photograph above of the front panel of this device shows the four components which are used to 

alarm it.  There are three LEDs and one pushbutton switch.  The pushbutton switch is labeled “Set”.  
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When the user presses the “Set” pushbutton, one of the two LEDS to its left will light up, either the red 

LED labeled “No Good” or the green LED labeled “Check OK”.  If the red LED labeled “No Good” 

lights up, then the system cannot be alarmed.  The red LED indicates that one or more sensors are 

reporting motion (if they are motion detectors) or an open door (if they are door-close sensors).  Which 

zone is the cause will be apparent from the individual Zone LEDs above.  As described above, a Zone 

LED lights up if the sensors in the corresponding zone detect a break-in condition.  The user has two 

options to deal with a zone reporting a fault.  One option, of course, is to go and investigate what is wrong.  

Perhaps a door is not fully closed or the air conditioning is blowing something around.  The other option 

is to bypass the zone by flipping the corresponding bypass DIP switch to the Off position.  When a bypass 

DIP switch is in the Off position, its zone ceases to be monitored.  This option must be exercised with 

care. 

 

If the green “Check OK” LED on the front panel lights up when the user presses the “Set” pushbutton, 

then the system can be alarmed, which the user does by pressing the pushbutton a second time.  This will 

begin the alarming sequence.  The user has a five-second window in which to make the second press.  If 

he fails to make the second press within five seconds, he must start over.  

 

When the user presses the “Set” pushbutton a second time, both the “No Good” and “Check OK” LEDs 

will be turned off and the red “Alarmed LED” will begin to flash.  The device is not armed while the 

“Alarmed LED” is flashing.  The duration of the flashing period, which is set in the software, should be 

long enough for the user to walk to the exit, leave and, if necessary, lock the door.  After the specified 

period, the program transfers control to the “Alarmed Mode” and the system is armed. 

 

There are five timing parameters which are set in software because they are likely to be installation-

specific.  The five parameters are set in a subroutine called SetParameters, which is called when the 

microcontroller first boots up.  All five parameters are stored in data registers.  Together with their default 

values, they are: 

 

 delayInit (45) – the length of time, in seconds, for the microcontroller to pause during its 

initialization before it will recognize the “Set” pushbutton.  This delay is required because some 

motion detectors require a long period of time (up to a minute) before they will generate reliable 

signals.  Making their warm-up period explicit to the user will prevent accidents where the user 

arms the system before the sensors are fully functional. 

 delayDASS (5) – the length of time, in seconds, between the user’s first press of the “Set” 

pushbutton and his second press.  “DASS” stands for “delay after start switch”. 

 delayDAA (120) – the length of time, in seconds, between the user’s second press of the “Set” 

pushbutton and the system’s arming itself.  This is the maximum time allowed for the user to exit 

the building.  During this period, the red “Alarmed” LED will flash.  “DAA” stands for “delay 

after arming”. 

 delayDAB (120) – the length of time, in seconds, between the detection of a break-in and the 

commencement of alarms.  This is a grace period, being the maximum time allowed for the user 

to enter the armed building, proceed to this device, and disarm it.  “DAB” stands for “delay after 

break-in”. 

 delayMAD (15) – the length of time, in minutes, this device will sound the alarm.  “MAD” stands 

for “maximum alarm duration”.  The output relays of this device will be held closed during this 

period.  At the start of the period, and every minute until the end of the period, the device will 

work through its way through the telephone numbers, making calls to send its SOS. 

 

The following is an extract from the schematic diagram of the main circuit, showing the components 

which are used to arm and disarm this device.  The three LEDs on the front panel are D8, D9 and D10.  
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Each is controlled by one of the microcontroller’s I/O pins.  They all have 1K series resistors to limit the 

current flowing through them to approximately (5V – 2V) / 1K = 3mA.  The “Set” pushbutton is switch 

Sw2.  It is an Off-Momentary switch.  The microcontroller uses one of its I/O pins to read the setting of 

this switch.  (To avoid potential uncertainty, note that the microcontroller’s program uses the name “All 

Clear” to refer to the “Check OK” LED and the name “Not Clear” to refer to the “No Good” LED.) 

 

The R8-C8 resistor-capacitor pair is used as an inexpensive way to reset the microcontroller on power-up.  

The time constant of this RC pair is equal to  = RC = 100K  1μ = 0.1 second.  When the +5V power 

supply is turned on, the voltage on the microcontroller’s pin 1 will rise more slowly than the voltage on 

the +5V supply.  It will not reach pin 1’s trigger voltage for about 100ms.  This provides a slight delay for 

the microcontroller’s internal circuitry to stabilize before the rising edge on the /MCLR pin resets it.  

This photograph shows the left side of this 

device, including the Reset switch Sw4.  Sw4 

is an Off-Momentary toggle switch.  When it 

is momentarily toggled on, it will ground the 

microcontroller’s /MCLR pin.  When Sw4 is 

then released, the rising edge on that pin will 

reset the microcontroller.  Indeed, that is how 

the system is disarmed: by a hard restart. 

 

The photograph also shows the main On-Off 

switch for this device (Sw3), which is a 

single-pole single-throw toggle switch.  It is 

located right behind the Reset switch on the 

left side of the enclosure.  Also shown in the 

photograph is the “wall wart” which provides 

power to the device (and to all of the motion 

detectors which are powered through the 

terminal strips on the Eight-Zone Motion 

Detector PCB).  The wall wart provides 

12.0Vdc at 2.0 Amperes.  

 

A couple of electrician’s BX connectors can 

also be seen on the left side of the enclosure.  

Wires from the sensors and the telephone line 

pass through these connectors.  There are 

similar electrician’s BX connectors on the 

Reset switch Sw4 

On-Off switch Sw3 

Wall wart 

Front panel 
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right side of the enclosure, for the wires which run to the devices which are turned on when a break-in has 

occurred. 

 

The schematic diagram shows another two-screw terminal strip JRDis, which is read by the 

microcontroller on one of its I/O lines (RC3).  A remote SPST switch can be connected across these 

terminals, but its use is optional.  It permits operation of the system to be disabled from a remote location.  

The microcontroller reads this line when a break-in condition has been detected but immediately before 

the output relays are closed.  If the remote disable switch is closed, a high voltage will exist on the RC3 

line.  If the program reads a high voltage, it will not proceed into its alarm-response routines.  It will not 

close the output relays and will not make any telephone calls.  In other words, the remote disable switch 

can be used to disable the system entirely, without requiring any change to the normal procedure which is 

used by employees to arm the system.  This capability must be used with care, because it prevents the 

system from doing would it was designed to do.  In some installations, it may be useful to re-program the 

microcontroller to change the effect of this switch.  One possible alternative is to use the Remote Disable 

Switch to disable the closing of the output relays (so there is no audio or visual signal after a break-in) but 

to allow the device to continue with its telephone procedure.  

 

The output relays 

 

The following is an extract from the schematic diagram of the main circuit, showing the components 

which are used to control various devices which operate only when a break-in has occurred. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The microcontroller controls the output relays using one of its I/O lines (RC0).  There are two four-pole 

single-throw relays, with 5V coils.  When the voltage on the RC0 line is raised high, the two NPN 

transistors Q2 and Q3 are driven into saturation, which pulls the bottom end of the two coils down to 

ground, activating the relays and closing the contacts.  Diodes D3 and D4 serve the same purpose as diode 
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D7 for Rly3, namely, providing an escape route for the current spike which will occur when the current 

flowing through the relays’ coils stops.   

 

There is nothing special about any of the eight relays – all are closed or all are open.  The devices they 

control is up to the user.  Note that they only provide a switch for the circuits they control; they do not 

provide power.  The various devices which can be used to enunciate an alarm – sirens and lights – come 

with a variety of voltage requirements. 

 

The main printed circuit board 

 

The microcontroller circuit, the telephone management circuit and the output relays are all constructed on 

one printed circuit board.  The following photograph of the main PCB highlights some of the principal 

components. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

PIC16F872 

Output relays Output terminal strips 

TRTel 

Rly3 

U8 

to 8-zone PCB #1 

to 8-zone PCB #2 

to 8-zone PCB #3 
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#1 
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Sw4 “Reset” 

JTel 
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Layout of the PCBs inside the enclosure 

 

The enclosure is quite large compared with the size of the printed circuit boards.  It needs to be large, to 

leave ample room for the many telephone and output circuit wires which will be connected inside the 

enclosure.  Few things are more frustrating than trying to do wiring inside a box that is too small. 

 

The following photograph shows the layout of the printed circuits boards inside the enclosure.  The 

building for which this device was originally designed needed only one Eight-Zone Motion Detector PCB.  

Each additional set of eight zones will require an additional Eight-Zone Motion Detector PCB and a 

corresponding Display PCB for the front panel. 

 

 
 

Jim Hawley 

December 2012 

 

An e-mail setting out errors and omissions would be appreciated. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Eight-Zone Motion Detector PCB 

main PCB 

front panel Display PCB 

connectors for output circuits 

connectors for sensor circuits 
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Appendix “B” 
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Appendix “C” 
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Appendix “D” 
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Appendix “E” 

 

PCB for the front panel display: 2.90” wide  1.80” high 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Silkscreen layer (faces towards inside of front panel) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Copper traces, as seen from the silkscreen side 
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Appendix “F” 

 

PCB for one Eight-Zone Motion Detector PCB: 7.70” wide  2.70” high  
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Appendix “G” 

 

Main PCB (Silkscreen layer): 5.50” wide  4.90” high 
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Appendix “G” (continued) 

 

Main PCB (Copper traces, as seen from the silkscreen side): 5.50” wide  4.90” high 
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Appendix “H” 

 

Labels for the font panel: 4.425” wide  4.20” high 
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Appendix “I” 

 

PIC16F872 program listing 

 
; Program for PIC, PIC.asm (compiles to PIC.HEX) 

; Last revised November, 2012 

; 

; 1.  The duration of DTMF tones and pauses is fixed at 500ms.  This is very 

;     conservative, but little would be gained by speed dialing. 

; 

; 2.  This application does not use interrupts, either for detection of break-ins 

;     or to control timing loops.  The resulting imprecision is not critical, even for 

;   the decoding of call progress tones. 

; 

; 3.  All user-supplied data, including the telephone numbers used to report alarms, 

;     are set in the subroutines which follow the main program. 

; 

; 4.  The direction of all I/O lines remains constant except for the four data lines 

;     used to communicate with the M-8880 DTMF transceiver. 

; 

; Configuration Word 

;  Program protection off ; b<13-12>=1 

;  Debugger disabled  ; b<11>=1 

;  b<10> is unimplemented ; b<10>=1, reads as 1 

;  WRT enabled    ; b<9>=1 

;  EEPROM protection off ; b<8>=1 

;  LVP off     ; b<7>=0 

;  BOR disabled    ; b<6>=0 

;  Data protection off  ; b<5-4>=1 

;  PUT disabled    ; b<3>=1 

;  WDT disabled    ; b<2>=0 

;  OSC HS     ; b<1>=1; b<0>=0 

; Crystal frequency = 10MHz, so the instruction cycle time is 400ns. 

; 

  processor  16F872 

  __config  0x3F3A   ; b’0011 1111 0011 1010’ 

; 

; ************************************************************************************ 

; ************************************************************************************ 

; Variable definitions - PIC 16F872 control registers 

; ************************************************************************************ 

; ************************************************************************************ 

; 

; Registers in Bank0 

timer0  equ 0x01   ; Timer0 count register 

status  equ 0x03   ; status register 

carry  equ  0x00  ; carry from MSB occurred 

zero   equ  0x02  ; result of operation is zero 

page0  equ  0x05  ; register bank selector low bit 

page1  equ  0x06  ; register bank selector high bit 

portA  equ 0x05 

portB  equ 0x06 

portC  equ 0x07 

INTCon  equ 0x0B   ; interrupt control register 

RBIF   equ  0x00  ; portB change interrupt flag 

RB0IF  equ  0x01  ; pin RB0 interrupt flag 

Tmr0IF  equ  0x02  ; Timer0 interrupt flag 

RBIE   equ  0x03  ; portB change interrupt enable 

RB0IE  equ  0x04  ; pin RB0 interrupt enable 

Tmr0IE  equ  0x05  ; Timer0 interrupt enable 

PEIE   equ  0x06  ; peripheral interrupt enable 

GIE   equ  0x07  ; global interrupt enable 

T1CON  equ 0x10   ; controls use of portC<1-0> 

SSPCON  equ 0x14   ; controls use of portA<4> 

CCP1CON  equ 0x17   ; controls use of portC<2> 

;  

; Registers in Bank1 

optionreg equ 0x81   ; option register 

TRISA  equ 0x85   ; portA pin I/O direction 
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TRISB  equ 0x86   ; portB pin I/O direction 

TRISC  equ 0x87   ; portC pin I/O direction 

ADCON1  equ 0x9F   ; controls use of portA 

f   equ  0x01  ; f and w identify the destination register 

w   equ  0x00 

; 

; ************************************************************************************ 

; ************************************************************************************ 

; Variable definitions - User RAM – Accessible only in bank0 

; ************************************************************************************ 

; ************************************************************************************ 

; 

; I/O ports 

portAmirror equ 0x20 

Sensor1  equ  0x00  ; input from Sensor NAND #1; goes low on break-in   

Sensor2  equ  0x01  ; input from Sensor NAND #2; goes low on break-in 

Sensor3  equ  0x02  ; input from Sensor NAND #3; goes low on break-in 

Sensor4  equ  0x03  ; input from Sensor NAND #4; goes low on break-in 

LineInUse equ  0x04  ; input LineInUse=0 if the telephone line is in use 

NotUsed  equ  0x05  ; not used; configure for output 

 

portBmirror equ 0x21 

DTMF0  equ  0x00  ; DTMF code - Least significant bit 

DTMF1  equ  0x01  ; DTMF code 

DTMF2  equ  0x02  ; DTMF code 

DTMF3  equ  0x03  ; DTMF code - Most significant bit 

DTMFIRQ  equ  0x04  ; IRQ -- call progress waveform is measured using IRQ line 

DTMFPhi  equ  0x05  ; Phi 

DTMFRSO  equ  0x06  ; RSO 

DTMFRW  equ  0x07  ; RW 

 

portCmirror equ 0x22 

RelayOut  equ  0x00  ; set output high to close output relays 

NotClear  equ  0x01  ; set output low to turn on "Not Clear" LED 

AllClear  equ  0x02  ; set output low to turn on "All Clear" LED 

RemoteDis equ  0x03  ; remote disable; set high to disable device 

RelayTel  equ  0x04  ; set output high to close telecom relay 

CheckLine equ  0x05  ; assert low to check the status of the telephone line 

Alarmed  equ  0x06  ; set output low to turn on "Alarmed" LED 

Start  equ  0x07  ; momentarily set high to "Start" monitoring 

 

; flags to record status 

Flags  equ 0x23 

Mode   equ  0x00  ; Mode=0 in monitoring mode; Mode=1 in alarmed mode 

Call1Done equ  0x01  ; Call1Done=1 if the first telephone call is complete 

Call2Done equ  0x02  ; Call2Done=1 if the second telephone call is complete 

Call3Done equ  0x03  ; Call3Done=1 if the third telephone call is complete 

Call4Done equ  0x04  ; Call4Done=1 if the fourth telephone call is complete 

 

; return values from calls to subroutines 

RetValues equ 0x24 

StartSwitch equ  0x00  ; StartSwitch=1 if the user pressed the "Start" switch 

SensorInput equ  0x01  ; SensorInput=1 if motion is detected 

RDSwitch  equ  0x02  ; RDSwitch=1 if the "RemoteDis" switch is turned on 

Available equ  0x03  ; Available=1 if the telephone line is free for use 

CPtone  equ  0x04  ; CPtone=1 if a call progress tone is being received 

CallOK  equ  0x05  ; CallOK=1 if a telephone call was successful 

DTMFRcv  equ  0x06  ; DTMFRcv=1 if a valid DTMF tone is received by U8 

 

; registers for sensor initialization ("Init") 

delayInit equ 0x25   ; delay after power-up, in seconds 

countInit equ 0x26 

 

; registers for Delay After Start Switch ("DASS") 

delayDASS equ 0x27   ; delay after "Start" switch is pressed 

countDASS1 equ 0x28   ; counter for seconds in DASS procedure 

countDASS2 equ 0x29   ; counter for 100ms in DASS procedure 

 

; register for Delay After Arming ("DAA") 

delayDAA  equ 0x2A   ; delay after arming, in seconds 

countDAA1 equ 0x2B   ; counter for seconds in DAA procedure 
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countDAA2 equ 0x2C   ; counter for 100ms in DAA procedure 

 

; register for Delay After Break-in ("DAB") 

delayDAB  equ 0x2D   ; delay after break-in, in seconds 

countDAB1 equ 0x2E   ; counter for seconds in DAB procedure 

countDAB2 equ 0x2F   ; counter for 100ms in DAB procedure 

 

; registers for Maximum Alarm Duration ("MAD") 

delayMAD  equ 0x30   ; maximum alarm duration, in minutes 

countMAD1 equ 0x31   ; counter for minutes in MAD procedure 

countMAD2 equ 0x32   ; counter for seconds in MAD procedure 

 

; telephone numbers 

NumTelNum equ 0x33   ; number of telephone numbers 

LenTelNum equ 0x34   ; number of digits in a telephone number 

telnum1  equ 0x35 

telnum2  equ 0x36 

telnum3  equ 0x37 

telnum4  equ 0x38 

telnum5  equ 0x39 

telnum6  equ 0x3A 

telnum7  equ 0x3B 

telnum8  equ 0x3C 

telnum9  equ 0x3D 

telnum10  equ 0x3E 

telnum11  equ 0x3F 

telnum12  equ 0x40 

 

; registers used to send data to the M-8880 DTMF transceiver 

DTMFchar  equ 0x41   ; DTMF code received or to be sent (low nibble) 

tempU8Out equ 0x42   ; temporary output nibble used in U8 control subroutines 

tempU8In  equ 0x43   ; temporary input nibble used in U8 control subroutines 

 

; registers for timing delay subroutines 

count1  equ 0x44   ; counter for del100us subroutine 

count2  equ 0x45   ; counter for del1ms and del10ms subroutines 

count3  equ 0x46   ; counter for del500ms subroutine 

 

; temporary registers 

temp0  equ 0x47   ; temporary register in Bank0 

temp1  equ 0xA0   ; temporary register in Bank1 ***NOTE ADDRESS IN BANK 1*** 

tempRSS  equ 0x48   ; register used in subroutine ReadStartSwitch 

tempRRDS  equ 0x49   ; register used in subroutine ReadRemoteDisableSwitch 

tempRSI  equ 0x4A   ; register used in subroutine ReadSensorInput 

tempRLIU  equ 0x4B   ; register used in subroutine ReadLineInUse 

tempMC  equ 0x4C   ; register used in subroutine MakeCall 

tempSOS  equ 0x4D   ; register used in subroutine SendSOS 

tempRIRQ  equ 0x4E   ; register used in subroutine ReadIRQOnce and ReadIRQ50ms 

 

; registers used to make a telephone call 

countLIU  equ 0x4F   ; counts out ten seconds waiting for a free line 

countDT  equ 0x50   ; counts out five seconds waiting for a dial tone 

countFirst equ 0x51   ; counts out five seconds waiting for first ring tone 

countPause equ 0x52   ; counts out the length of pauses between CP tones 

countTone equ 0x53   ; counts out the length of CP tones 

countRings equ 0x54   ; counts out ten rings 

countIRQ  equ 0x55   ; temporary counter used in subroutine ReadIRQ50ms 

 

; 

; ************************************************************************************ 

; ************************************************************************************ 

; Hard reset 

; ************************************************************************************ 

; ************************************************************************************ 

; 

; Address 0x0000 

; 

 org 0x0000 

SoftReset 

 bcf  INTCon,GIE   ; disable global interrupts 

 nop 
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 nop 

 nop 

 nop       ; leave traditional interrupt vector unoccupied 

 bcf  INTCon,GIE   ; disable global interrupts 

 bcf  INTCon,PEIE   ; disable peripheral interrupts 

 bcf  INTCon,Tmr0IE  ; disable Timer0 interrupts 

 bcf  INTCon,RB0IE   ; disable RB0 interrupts 

 bcf  INTCon,RBIE   ; disable portB change interrupts 

 bcf  INTCon,Tmr0IF  ; clear Timer0 interrupt flag 

 bcf  INTCon,RB0IF   ; clear RB0 interrupt flag 

 bcf  INTCon,RBIF   ; clear portB change interrupt flag 

 bcf  status,page0   ; select register bank 0 

 bcf  status,page1 

 clrf  portA    ; clear all I/O latches 

 clrf  portB 

 clrf  portC 

 movlw 0x00     ; set T1CON=0 to disable Timer1 and ... 

 movwf T1CON    ; ... release portC<1-0> for digital I/O 

 movlw 0x00     ; set SSPCON<5>=0 to disable serial port and ... 

 movwf SSPCON    ; ... release portA<5> for digital I/O 

 movlw 0x00     ; set CCP1CON=0 to disable Capture/Compare/PWM ... 

 movwf CCP1CON    ; ... and release portC<2> for digital I/O 

 bsf  status,page0   ; select register bank 1 

 movlw 0x06     ; set ADCON1<3-1>=b'011' to ... 

 movwf ADCON1    ; ... configure portA for digital I/O 

SetBusDirectionsForPortA 

 clrf  temp1 

        ; ******************************************* 

        ; Unused inputs from Motion Sensor Boards ... 

        ; ... must be jumpered either high or to ... 

        ; ... an active sensor. 

        ; ******************************************* 

 bsf  temp1,Sensor1  ; enable Sensor Board with zones #1-8 

 bsf  temp1,Sensor2  ; enable Sensor Board with zones #9-16  

 bsf  temp1,Sensor3  ; enable Sensor Board with zones #17-24 

 bsf  temp1,Sensor4  ; enable Sensor Board with zones #25-32 

 bsf  temp1,LineInUse 

 bcf  temp1,NotUsed 

 movf  temp1,w 

 movwf TRISA 

SetBusDirectionsForPortB 

 bcf  temp1,DTMF0 

 bcf  temp1,DTMF1 

 bcf  temp1,DTMF2 

 bcf  temp1,DTMF3 

 bsf  temp1,DTMFIRQ 

 bcf  temp1,DTMFPhi 

 bcf  temp1,DTMFRSO 

 bcf  temp1,DTMFRW 

 movf  temp1,w 

 movwf TRISB 

SetBusDirectionsForPortC 

 bcf  temp1,RelayOut 

 bcf  temp1,NotClear 

 bcf  temp1,AllClear 

 bsf  temp1,RemoteDis  

 bcf  temp1,RelayTel 

 bcf  temp1,CheckLine 

 bcf  temp1,Alarmed 

 bsf  temp1,Start 

 movf  temp1,w 

 movwf TRISC 

ConfigureOptionRegister 

 bsf  optionreg,7   ; <7>=1 disables PortB pull-up resistors 

 bsf  optionreg,6   ; <6>=1 triggers RB0 interrupts on the rising edge 

 bcf  optionreg,5   ; <5>=0 uses the internal clock to increment Timer0 

 bcf  optionreg,4   ; <4>=0 increments Timer0 on low-to-high transitions 

 bcf  optionreg,3   ; <3>=0 assigns the prescalar to the Timer0 module 

 bsf  optionreg,2   ; <2-0>=111 sets the prescalar for Timer0 to 256:1 

 bsf  optionreg,1 

 bsf  optionreg,0 
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 bcf  status,page0   ; select register bank 0 

InitializeProgramRegisters 

 clrf  portAmirror    

 movf  portAmirror,w 

 movwf portA  

 clrf  portBmirror 

 movf  portBmirror,w 

 movwf portB 

 clrf  portCmirror 

 movf  portCmirror,w 

 movwf portC 

 clrf  Flags 

 call  SetParameters 

InitializeControlChips 

 call  DeactivateTS117 

 call  InitializeU8 

 call  TurnOffAllClearLED 

 call  TurnOffNotClearLED 

 call  TurnOffAlarmedLED 

 call  OpenRelayTel 

 call  OpenRelayOut 

 call  del100ms    ; wait 100ms for everything to settle 

BeginExecution        

        ; ******************************* 

        ; Re-compile for selected routine 

        ; ******************************* 

 goto  SensorInitialization 

; goto  TestProgram1 

; goto  TestProgram2    

; goto  TestProgram3 

; goto  TestProgram4 

; goto  TestProgram5 

; goto  TestProgram6 

; goto  TestProgram7 

; 

; ************************************************************************************ 

; ************************************************************************************ 

; Wait for sensors to warm up.  Some sensors take up to a minute to warm up before 

; giving valid readings.  During this delay, toggle the "All Clear" and "Not Clear" 

; LEDs.  

; ************************************************************************************ 

; ************************************************************************************ 

; 

SensorInitialization 

 movf  delayInit,w   ; delay for delayInit seconds 

 movwf countInit 

SILoop 

 call  TurnOnAllClearLED 

 call  TurnOffNotClearLED 

 call  del500ms 

 call  TurnOffAllClearLED 

 call  TurnOnNotClearLED 

 call  del500ms 

 decfsz countInit,f 

 goto  SILoop 

 call  TurnOffAllClearLED 

 call  TurnOffNotClearLED 

 clrf  Flags 

 bcf  Flags,Mode 

 clrf  RetValues 

 goto  MainLoopNormalMode 

; 

; ************************************************************************************ 

; ************************************************************************************ 

; Main program for normal operations 

; ************************************************************************************ 

; ************************************************************************************ 

; 

; If in Mode=0 mode, then look for an event which would start the alarming process. 

; The event(s) consist of: (i) a momentary high voltage on the "Start" switch line,  

; (ii) an all-clear from the sensor inputs and (iii) a second momentary high voltage 
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; on the "Start" switch line.  The loop repeats every 20ms. 

; 

MainLoopNormalMode 

 call  TurnOffAllClearLED  ; keep all LEDs turned off 

 call  TurnOffNotClearLED 

 call  TurnOffAlarmedLED 

 call  OpenRelayTel    ; keep all relays open 

 call  OpenRelayOut 

 call  del10ms     ; delay 20ms between checks 

 call  del10ms 

 call  ReadStartSwitch   ; returns RetValues<StartSwitch>=1 if pressed 

 btfss RetValues,StartSwitch 

 goto  MainLoopNormalMode  ; the "Start" switch has not been pressed  

StartSwitchWasPressed 

 call  ReadSensorInput   ; returns RetValues<SensorInput>=1 on break-in 

 btfsc RetValues,SensorInput 

 goto  NotReadyToArm 

 goto  ReadyToArm 

NotReadyToArm      ; motion is being detected, so do not proceed 

 call  TurnOffAllClearLED  ; turn off the "All Clear" LED 

 call  TurnOnNotClearLED  ; turn on the "Not Clear" LED  

 movf  delayDASS,w 

 movwf countDASS1 

NRTALoop        ; hold steady for delayDASS seconds 

 call  del500ms 

 call  del500ms 

 decfsz countDASS1,f 

 goto  NRTALoop     ; countDASS1 is not zero - keep holding steady 

 goto  MainLoopNormalMode  ; countDASS1 is zero - start over at MainLoop 

ReadyToArm       ; no motion is being detected, so prepare to arm 

 call  TurnOnAllClearLED  ; turn on the "All Clear" LED 

 call  TurnOffNotClearLED  ; turn off the "Not Clear" LED 

 movf  delayDASS,w    ; hold for up to delayDASS seconds 

 movwf countDASS1 

RTALoop1 

 movlw 0x0A      ; 0x0A=d'10' for ten 100ms tests every second 

 movwf countDASS2 

RTALoop2 

 call  ReadStartSwitch   ; returns RetValues<StartSwitch>=1 if pressed 

 btfsc RetValues,StartSwitch 

 goto  TransitionToAlarmedMode ; switch is pressed a second time - set alarm 

 call  del100ms 

 decfsz countDASS2,f    ; decrement the 100ms counter 

 goto  RTALoop2     ; countDASS2 is not zero - the second is not over 

 decfsz countDASS1,f    ; decrement the second counter 

 goto  RTALoop1     ; countDASS1 is not zero - the wait is not over 

 goto  MainLoopNormalMode  ; countDASS1 is zero - the user did not follow up 

; 

; ************************************************************************************ 

; ************************************************************************************ 

; Procedure to transition to Alarmed Mode 

; ************************************************************************************ 

; ************************************************************************************ 

; 

; The duration of the transition period is set in register delayDAA, in seconds.   

; This period is intended to allow the user to exit the building.  The system does not 

; become alarmed until the end of this period.  During this period, the "Alarmed" LED 

; flashes on and off every 500ms.  If the "Start" switch is pressed at any time during 

; this period, the alarming sequence is aborted and control reverts to the MainLoop. 

; The "Start" switch is sampled every 100ms. 

; 

TransitionToAlarmedMode 

 call  TurnOffAllClearLED 

 call  TurnOffNotClearLED 

 movf  delayDAA,w 

 movwf countDAA1 

TransitionLoop1 

 call  TurnOnAlarmedLED 

 movlw 0x05      ; 0x05=d'5' for five 100ms tests in next 500ms 

 movwf countDAA2 

TransitionLoop2 
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 call  ReadStartSwitch   ; returns RetValues<StartSwitch>=1 if pressed 

 btfsc RetValues,StartSwitch 

 goto  MainLoopNormalMode  ; switch is pressed - abort procedure 

 call  del100ms 

 decfsz countDAA2,f    ; decrement the 100ms counter 

 goto  TransitionLoop2   ; countDAA2 is not zero - the 500ms is not over 

TransitionLoop3      

 call  TurnOffAlarmedLED 

 movlw 0x05      ; 0x05=d'5' for five 100ms tests in next 500ms 

 movwf countDAA2  

TransitionLoop4 

 call  ReadStartSwitch   ; returns RetValues<StartSwitch>=1 if pressed 

 btfsc RetValues,StartSwitch 

 goto  MainLoopNormalMode  ; switch is pressed - abort procedure 

 call del100ms 

 decfsz countDAA2,f    ; decrement the 100ms counter 

 goto  TransitionLoop4   ; countDAA2 is not zero - the 500ms is not over 

 decfsz countDAA1,f    ; decrement the second counter 

 goto  TransitionLoop1   ; countDAA1 is not zero - the wait is not over  

SetAlarm 

 bsf  Flags,Mode    ; This flag sets Alarm Mode. 

 call  TurnOffAllClearLED 

 call  TurnOffNotClearLED 

 call  TurnOnAlarmedLED 

 goto  MainLoopAlarmedMode  ; Begin Alarmed Mode loop. 

; 

; ************************************************************************************ 

; ************************************************************************************ 

; Main program for Alarmed Mode 

; ************************************************************************************ 

; ************************************************************************************ 

; 

; If in Mode=1 mode, then look for an event which would indicate a break-in.  The 

; event is a low voltage on any one of the four sensor inputs.  The program checks the 

; sensor voltages every 100ms and does not recognize a break-in unless the sensor  

; voltage(s) remains high for at least 100ms. 

; 

MainLoopAlarmedMode 

 call  TurnOffAllClearLED  ; keep the "Alarmed" LED turned on 

 call  TurnOffNotClearLED 

 call  TurnOnAlarmedLED 

 call  OpenRelayTel    ; keep all relays open 

 call  OpenRelayOut 

 call  del100ms     ; delay 100ms between checks 

 call  ReadSensorInput   ; returns RetValues<SensorInput>=1 on break-in 

 btfss RetValues,SensorInput 

 goto  MainLoopAlarmedMode  ; no motion has been detected  

MotionWasDetected 

 call  del100ms     ; delay 100ms before checking again 

 call  ReadSensorInput   ; returns RetValues<SensorInput>=1 on break-in 

 btfsc RetValues,SensorInput 

 goto  StartBreakInResponse  ; motion was detected for at least 100ms 

 goto  MainLoopAlarmedMode  ; the motion detected was not confirmed 

; 

; ************************************************************************************ 

; ************************************************************************************ 

; Procedure to transition into the response to a break-in 

; ************************************************************************************ 

; ************************************************************************************ 

; 

; The duration of the transition period is set in register delayDAB, in seconds.   

; This period is intended to allow the user to reach the station and deactivate the 

; device.  There is no change in the visual display during this period.  Note that 

; software does not abort the response to a break-in.  The user must restart the 

; device or turn it off in order to abort the response. 

; 

StartBreakInResponse 

 call  TurnOffAllClearLED  ; keep the display unchanged 

 call  TurnOffNotClearLED 

 call  TurnOnAlarmedLED 

 movf  delayDAB,w 
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 movwf countDAB1 

TransitionLoop5 

 movlw 0x0A      ; 0x0A=d'10' for ten 100ms counts 

 movwf countDAB2 

TransitionLoop6 

 call  del100ms 

 decfsz countDAB2,f    ; decrement the 100ms counter 

 goto  TransitionLoop6   ; countDAB2 is not zero - the second is not over 

 decfsz countDAB1,f    ; decrement the second counter 

 goto  TransitionLoop5   ; countDAB1 is not zero - the wait is not over 

 goto  CheckRemoteDisableSwitch 

; 

; ************************************************************************************ 

; ************************************************************************************ 

; Procedure to abort if the Remote Disable switch is turned on. 

; ************************************************************************************ 

; ************************************************************************************ 

; 

CheckRemoteDisableSwitch 

 call  ReadRemoteDisableSwitch 

 btfss RetValues,RDSwitch  ; RetValues<RDSwitch>=1 to disable 

 goto  SoundAlarm    ; Remote Disable switch is off 

 goto  MainLoopAlarmedMode  ; Remote Disable switch is on 

; 

; ************************************************************************************ 

; ************************************************************************************ 

; Procedure to sound the alarm 

; ************************************************************************************ 

; ************************************************************************************ 

; 

; The duration of the alarm period is set in register delayMAD, in minutes.  All of  

; the output relays are closed and the circuits they control will operate.  During 

; this period, the display is used to report the progress of the telephone process. 

; At the end of the alarm period, the output relays are opened and the program will 

; cause the device to re-start at address SoftReset. 

; 

SoundAlarm 

 ; Close the output relays. 

 call  CloseRelayOut 

 ; Initiate the minute-count for the Maximum Alarm Duration. 

 movf  delayMAD,w 

 movwf countMAD1 

 ; Initialize the call-completed flag bits. 

 movf  NumTelNum,w 

 xorlw 0x01 

 btfsc status,zero 

 goto  ThereIsOneTelNum 

 movf  NumTelNum,w 

 xorlw 0x02 

 btfsc status,zero 

 goto  ThereAreTwoTelNums 

 movf  NumTelNum,w 

 xorlw 0x03 

 btfsc status,zero 

 goto  ThereAreThreeTelNums 

 movf  NumTelNum,w 

 xorlw 0x04 

 btfsc status,zero 

 goto  ThereAreFourTelNums 

 goto  ThereIsOneTelNum 

ThereIsOneTelNum 

 bcf  Flags,Call1Done 

 bsf  Flags,Call2Done 

 bsf  Flags,Call3Done 

 bsf  Flags,Call4Done 

 goto  SoundAlarmMinuteLoop 

ThereAreTwoTelNums 

 bcf  Flags,Call1Done 

 bcf  Flags,Call2Done 

 bsf  Flags,Call3Done 

 bsf  Flags,Call4Done 
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 goto  SoundAlarmMinuteLoop 

ThereAreThreeTelNums 

 bcf  Flags,Call1Done 

 bcf  Flags,Call2Done 

 bcf  Flags,Call3Done 

 bsf  Flags,Call4Done 

 goto  SoundAlarmMinuteLoop 

ThereAreFourTelNums 

 bcf  Flags,Call1Done 

 bcf  Flags,Call2Done 

 bcf  Flags,Call3Done 

 bcf  Flags,Call4Done 

 goto  SoundAlarmMinuteLoop 

SoundAlarmMinuteLoop     ; This loop is executed once per minute 

 movlw 0x3C      ; d'60'=0x3C for 60 one second counts 

 movwf countMAD2 

MakeCall#1 

 btfsc Flags,Call1Done 

 goto  MakeCall#2    ; Call #1 has already been made. 

 call  SetTelNum1    ; Make call #1 if it has not been done. 

 call  MakeCall 

 btfss RetValues,CallOK   ; If call is successful, then RetValues<CallOK>=1  

 goto  MakeCall#2    ; The call was not successful 

 bsf  Flags,Call1Done   ; Record that the call was successful 

MakeCall#2 

 btfsc Flags,Call2Done 

 goto  MakeCall#3    ; Call #2 has already been made. 

 call  SetTelNum2    ; Make call #2 if it has not been done. 

 call  MakeCall  

 btfss RetValues,CallOK   ; If call is successful, then RetValues<CallOK>=1  

 goto  MakeCall#3    ; The call was not successful 

 bsf  Flags,Call2Done   ; Record that the call was successful 

MakeCall#3   

 btfsc Flags,Call3Done 

 goto  MakeCall#4    ; Call #3 has already been made. 

 call  SetTelNum3    ; Make call #3 if it has not been done. 

 call  MakeCall  

 btfss RetValues,CallOK   ; If call is successful, then RetValues<CallOK>=1  

 goto  MakeCall#4    ; The call was not successful 

 bsf  Flags,Call3Done   ; Record that the call was successful 

MakeCall#4 

 btfsc Flags,Call4Done 

 goto  SoundAlarmSecondLoop  ; Call #4 has already been made. 

 call  SetTelNum4    ; Make call #4 if it has not been done. 

 call  MakeCall  

 btfss RetValues,CallOK   ; If call is successful, then RetValues<CallOK>=1  

 goto SoundAlarmSecondLoop   ; The call was not successful 

 bsf  Flags,Call4Done   ; Record that the call was successful 

SoundAlarmSecondLoop     ; This loop is executed once per second 

 call  del500ms 

 call  del500ms 

 decfsz countMAD2,f    ; decrement the second counter 

 goto  SoundAlarmSecondLoop  ; countMAD2 is not zero - the minute is not over  

 decfsz countMAD1,f    ; decrement the minute counter 

 goto  SoundAlarmMinuteLoop  ; countMAD1 is not zero - the alarm is not over 

AlarmPeriodIsOver 

 call  OpenRelayOut    ; open the output relays   

 call  MainLoopAlarmedMode 

; 

; ************************************************************************************ 

; ************************************************************************************ 

; MakeCall - place a call to the telephone number in registers telnum1, telnum2, ... 

; The number of digits in the telephone number is stored in register LenTelNum.   

MakeCall 

 call  TurnOffAllClearLED  ; Display: "AllClear" LED shows DTMF output  

 call  TurnOffNotClearLED  ;     "NotClear" LED shows IRQ input 

 call  TurnOffAlarmedLED  ;     "Alarmed" LED off during MakeCall 

 call  ActivateTS117 

         ; Step #1 - Wait up to 10 seconds for a free ... 

         ; ... line, checking every 100ms. 

 movlw 0x64      ; d'100'=0x64 to count 10-second wait 
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 movwf countLIU 

MCWaitForLIU 

 call  del100ms 

 call  ReadLineInUse 

 btfsc RetValues,Available 

 goto  MCLineIsFree 

 decfsz countLIU,f 

 goto  MCWaitForLIU 

MCTimeOut_LineInUse     ; Error: Line continued in use for 10 seconds. 

 call  DeactivateTS117   ; deactivate the multi-function relay 

 bcf  RetValues,CallOK   ; set return value to failure 

 return 

MCLineIsFree 

 call  CloseRelayTel   ; Take the line off hook and ... 

 call DeactivateTS117    ; ... deactivate the multi-function relay. 

 call  ConfigureU8ForCPMonitoring  

         ; Step #2 - Wait up to 5 seconds for a dial ... 

         ; ... tone, checking every 20ms. 

 movlw 0xFA      ; d'250'=0xFA to count 5-second wait 

 movwf countDT 

MCWaitForDT 

 call  del20ms 

 call  ReadIRQOnce 

 btfsc RetValues,CPtone 

 goto  MCReceivingDialTone 

 decfsz countDT,f 

 goto  MCWaitForDT 

MCTimeOut_NoDialTone     ; Error: No dial tone within 5 seconds. 

 call  OpenRelayTel        ; release the line 

 bcf  RetValues,CallOK   ; set return value to failure 

 return 

MCReceivingDialTone 

 call  ConfigureU8ForDTMFTransmission 

         ; Step #3 - Dial. 

 call  TurnOnAllClearLED  ; Toggle the "All Clear" LED every digit. 

 movf  LenTelNum,w    ; ************************************************ 

 sublw 0x00      ; Instruction sub does (w) <- literal - (w), using 

 btfsc status,carry    ; twos-complement subtraction.  Three examples.   

 goto  MCFinishedDialing  ; Example #1: 5 - 6 = -1, with no carry 

 movf  telnum1,w    ;     6 has binary representation 000110  

 movwf DTMFchar     ;     twos complement of 6 is 111010 

 call  SendDTMF     ;     5 - 6 is 000101 + 111010 = 111111, no carry 

 call  TurnOffAllClearLED  ; Example #2: 5 - 5 = 0, with a carry 

 movf  LenTelNum,w    ;     5 has binary representation 000101 

 sublw 0x01      ;     twos complement of 5 is 111011 

 btfsc status,carry    ;     5 - 5 is 000101 + 111011 = 000000 with carry 

 goto  MCFinishedDialing  ; Example #3: 5 - 4 = +1, with a carry 

 movf  telnum2,w    ;     4 has binary representation 000100 

 movwf DTMFchar     ;     twos complement of 4 is 111100 

 call  SendDTMF     ;     5 - 4 is 000101 + 111100 = 000001 with carry 

 call  TurnOnAllClearLED  ; Conclusion: To check if there is an Nth digit in  

 movf  LenTelNum,w    ;     a telephone number, subtract the length of 

 sublw 0x02      ;     the telephone number from N - 1.  If there 

 btfsc status,carry    ;     is no carry, then there is another digit. 

 goto  MCFinishedDialing  ; ************************************************ 

 movf  telnum3,w 

 movwf DTMFchar 

 call  SendDTMF 

 call  TurnOffAllClearLED 

 movf  LenTelNum,w 

 sublw 0x03 

 btfsc status,carry 

 goto  MCFinishedDialing 

 movf  telnum4,w 

 movwf DTMFchar 

 call  SendDTMF 

 call  TurnOnAllClearLED 

 movf  LenTelNum,w 

 sublw 0x04 

 btfsc status,carry 

 goto  MCFinishedDialing 
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 movf  telnum5,w 

 movwf DTMFchar 

 call  SendDTMF 

 call  TurnOffAllClearLED 

 movf  LenTelNum,w 

 sublw 0x05 

 btfsc status,carry 

 goto  MCFinishedDialing 

 movf  telnum6,w 

 movwf DTMFchar 

 call  SendDTMF 

 call  TurnOnAllClearLED 

 movf  LenTelNum,w 

 sublw 0x06 

 btfsc status,carry 

 goto  MCFinishedDialing 

 movf  telnum7,w 

 movwf DTMFchar 

 call  SendDTMF 

 call  TurnOffAllClearLED 

 movf  LenTelNum,w 

 sublw 0x07 

 btfsc status,carry 

 goto  MCFinishedDialing 

 movf  telnum8,w 

 movwf DTMFchar 

 call  SendDTMF 

 call  TurnOnAllClearLED 

 movf  LenTelNum,w 

 sublw 0x08 

 btfsc status,carry 

 goto  MCFinishedDialing 

 movf  telnum9,w 

 movwf DTMFchar 

 call  SendDTMF 

 call  TurnOffAllClearLED 

 movf  LenTelNum,w 

 sublw 0x09 

 btfsc status,carry 

 goto  MCFinishedDialing 

 movf  telnum10,w 

 movwf DTMFchar 

 call  SendDTMF 

 call  TurnOnAllClearLED 

 movf  LenTelNum,w 

 sublw 0x0A 

 btfsc status,carry 

 goto  MCFinishedDialing 

 movf  telnum11,w 

 movwf DTMFchar 

 call  SendDTMF 

 call  TurnOffAllClearLED 

 movf  LenTelNum,w 

 sublw 0x0B 

 btfsc status,carry 

 goto  MCFinishedDialing 

 movf  telnum12,w 

 movwf DTMFchar 

 call  SendDTMF 

MCFinishedDialing 

 call  TurnOffAllClearLED  ; Dialing done -> make sure "AllClear" LED is off 

 call  TurnOffNotClearLED  ; Display: No IRQ -> "NotClear" LED off 

 call  ConfigureU8ForCPMonitoring 

 call  del100ms     ; wait for the Bell system to settle 

         ; Step #4 - Wait up to 5 seconds for the first ... 

         ; ... ring tone, checking every 20ms. 

 movlw 0xFA      ; d'250'=0xFA to count 5-second wait 

 movwf countFirst  

MCWaitForFirstCPTone 

 call  del20ms 

 call  ReadIRQOnce 
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 btfsc RetValues,CPtone 

 goto  MCStartOfFirstCPTone 

 decfsz countFirst,f 

 goto  MCWaitForFirstCPTone 

MCTimeOut_NoCPTone     ; Error: No CP tone within 5 seconds. 

 call  OpenRelayTel      ; release the line 

 bcf  RetValues,CallOK   ; set return value to failure 

 return 

MCStartOfFirstCPTone 

         ; Step #5 - Prepare to count 10 ring tones. 

 movlw 0x0A      ; d'10'=0x0A to count ten ring tones 

 movwf countRings 

MCStartOfAnyCPTone     ; Step #6 - Wait up to 3 seconds for the ... 

         ; ... ring tone to end, checking every 50ms. 

 call  TurnOnNotClearLED  ; Display: IRQ received -> "NotClear" LED on 

 movlw 0x3C      ; d'60'=0x3C to count 3-second tone 

 movwf countTone  

 decfsz countRings,f 

 goto  MCCPToneContinues 

MCTimeOut_NoAnswer     ; Error: No answer within ten ring tones. 

 call  OpenRelayTel        ; release the line 

 bcf  RetValues,CallOK   ; set return value to failure 

 return 

MCCPToneContinues 

 call  ReadIRQ50ms    ; test a 50ms interval for an IRQ waveform 

 btfss RetValues,CPtone 

 goto  MCStartOfAnyCPPause 

 decfsz countTone,f 

 goto  MCCPToneContinues 

MCTimeOut_LongRing     ; Error: Ring tone lasted more than 3 seconds. 

 call  OpenRelayTel        ; release the line 

 bcf  RetValues,CallOK   ; set return value to failure 

 return 

MCStartOfAnyCPPause 

         ; Step #7 - Wait up to 4.1 seconds for the ... 

         ; ... pause to end, checking every 50ms. 

 call  TurnOffNotClearLED  ; Display: No IRQ -> "NotClear" LED off 

 movlw 0x52      ; d'82'=0x52 to count 4.1-second pause 

 movwf countPause 

MCCPPauseContinues 

 call ReadIRQ50ms     ; test a 50ms interval for an IRQ waveform 

 btfsc RetValues,CPtone 

 goto  MCStartOfAnyCPTone 

 decfsz countPause,f 

 goto  MCCPPauseContinues 

MCSendSOS       ; Success: The pause timed-out; someone answered. 

 call  ConfigureU8ForDTMFTransmission 

 call  TurnOnAllClearLED  ; Display: "AllClear" LED on during SOS. 

 call  SendSOS 

 call  TurnOffAllClearLED 

 call  OpenRelayTel    ; hang up 

MCAllDone 

 bsf  RetValues,CallOK   ; set return value to success 

 return       ; return with success code 

; 

; ************************************************************************************ 

; ************************************************************************************  

; Transmission subroutines:- 

; SendDTMF - sends the low nibble of DTMFchar to the telephone line 

;   SendSOS - send five seconds of SOS on the telephone line 

; ************************************************************************************ 

; ************************************************************************************ 

; 

; ************************************************************************************ 

; Subroutine SendDTMF sends the low nibble of DTMFchar to the telphone line.  Tones 

; and pauses between tones are 500ms long. 

; ****** NOTE WITH CONSIDERABLE CARE THAT DIALING "0" REQUIRES DTMF CODE d'10'. ****** 

; 

SendDTMF 

 movf  DTMFchar,w 

 andlw 0x0F 
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 movwf tempU8Out 

 call  WriteToU8TransmitReg 

 call  ConfigureU8ForDTMFTransmission 

 call  del500ms 

 call  ConfigureU8ForDTMFReception 

 call  del500ms 

 return 

; 

; ************************************************************************************ 

; Subroutine SendSOS sends five seconds of SOS on the telephone line.  The basic 

; interval unit is 200ms.  Dots are one unit long and dashes are three units long.   

; The space between tones in a letter is one unit and the space between letters is 

; three units.  The tone used is DTMF code 1. 

; 

SendSOS 

 movlw 0x04      ; number of "SO" groups to send 

 movwf tempSOS 

SSOSA 

 call SendDot 

 call SendDot 

 call SendDot 

 call SendDash 

 call SendDash 

 call SendDash 

 decfsz tempSOS,f 

 goto SSOSA 

 return 

SendDot 

 movlw 0x01 

 movwf tempU8Out 

 call WriteToU8TransmitReg 

 call ConfigureU8ForDTMFTransmission 

 call del200ms 

 call ConfigureU8ForDTMFReception 

 call del200ms 

 return 

SendDash 

 movlw 0x01 

 movwf tempU8Out 

 call WriteToU8TransmitReg 

 call ConfigureU8ForDTMFTransmission 

 call del200ms 

 call del200ms 

 call del200ms 

 call ConfigureU8ForDTMFReception 

 call del200ms 

 return   

; 

; ************************************************************************************ 

; ************************************************************************************ 

; Low-level subroutines for M-8880 control:- 

;   ConfigurePortBForInput - configures portB for a read from U8 

; ConfigurePortBForOutput - configures portB for a write to U8 

;   InitializeU8 - initializes U8 

; ConfigureU8ForDTMFTransmission - configures U8 to send DTMF tones 

; ConfigureU8ForDTMFReception - configures U8 to receive DTMF codes 

; CheckIfU8ReceiveHasHappened - sets RetValues<DTMFRcv>=1 if U8 receives a DTMF tone 

; ConfigureU8ForCPMonitoring - configures U8 to monitor call progress tones 

;   ReadIRQOnce - reads the IRQ pin to determine if a CP tone is present 

;   ReadIRQ50ms - reads the IRQ pin long enough to detect a CP waveform 

;   ReadFromU8StatusReg - reads the Status Register into tempU8In<3-0> 

;   WriteToU8ControlReg - writes tempU8Out<3-0> into the Control Register 

; WriteToU8TransmitReg - writes tempU8Out<3-0> into the Transmit Data Register 

;   ReadFromU8ReceiveReg - writes the Receive Data Register into tempU8In<3-0> 

; ************************************************************************************ 

; ************************************************************************************ 

; 

; ************************************************************************************ 

; Subroutine ConfigurePortBForInput configures portB for a read from U8 

; 

ConfigurePortBForInput 
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 bsf  status,page0   ; select register bank 1 

 bsf  temp1,DTMF0 

 bsf  temp1,DTMF1 

 bsf  temp1,DTMF2 

 bsf  temp1,DTMF3 

 bsf  temp1,DTMFIRQ 

 bcf  temp1,DTMFPhi 

 bcf  temp1,DTMFRSO 

 bcf  temp1,DTMFRW 

 movf  temp1,w 

 movwf TRISB 

 bcf  status,page0    ; select register bank 0 

 return 

; 

; ************************************************************************************ 

; Subroutine ConfigurePortBOutput configures portB for a write to U8 

; 

ConfigurePortBForOutput 

 bsf  status,page0    ; select register bank 1 

 bcf  temp1,DTMF0 

 bcf  temp1,DTMF1 

 bcf  temp1,DTMF2 

 bcf  temp1,DTMF3 

 bsf  temp1,DTMFIRQ 

 bcf  temp1,DTMFPhi 

 bcf  temp1,DTMFRSO 

 bcf  temp1,DTMFRW 

 movf  temp1,w 

 movwf TRISB 

 bcf  status,page0    ; select register bank 0 

 return 

; 

; ************************************************************************************ 

; Subroutine InitializeU8 initializes U8 for use 

; Uses Example 1 in Figure 16 of the Mitel datasheet for the MT8880C chip 

; 

InitializeU8 

    call  ReadFromU8StatusReg  ; Read Status Register to clear all status flags 

 clrf  tempU8Out 

 call  WriteToU8ControlReg  ; 1st write disables interrupts 

 clrf  tempU8Out 

 call  WriteToU8ControlReg  ; 2nd write clears Control Register A 

 movlw 0x08      ; set b3=1 so following write goes to ConReg B 

 movwf tempU8Out 

 call  WriteToU8ControlReg  ; 3rd write sends the next byte to ContReg B  

 clrf  tempU8Out 

 call  WriteToU8ControlReg  ; 4th write clears Control Register B 

 call  ReadFromU8StatusReg  ; Clears all status flags 

 call  del10ms     ; Wait 10ms for circuits to settle  

    return 

; 

; ************************************************************************************ 

; Subroutine ConfigureU8ForDTMFTransmission prepares U8 to transmit DTMF tones. 

; Note that burst mode is disabled, so the routine must control tone and pause 

; durations. 

; On second write, 0x09:- 

;   Control Register A<0> = 1 enables tone output 

;   Control Register A<1> = 0 enables DTMF mode 

;   Control Register A<2> = 0 disables interrupt mode 

;   Control Register A<3> = 1 sends next write to Control Register B 

; On third write, 0x01:- 

;   Control Register B<0> = 1 disables burst mode 

;   Control Regsiter B<1> = 0 disables test mode 

;   Control Register B<2> = 0 allows DTMF tones and disallows single frequency tones 

; Control Register B<3> = 0 is irrelevant when Control Register B<2> = 0 

; 

ConfigureU8ForDTMFTransmission 

 call  ReadFromU8StatusReg  ; Read Status Register to clear all status flags 

 clrf  tempU8Out 

 call  WriteToU8ControlReg  ; First write disables interrupts 

 movlw 0x09      ; set b0=1 to enable tone output 
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         ; set b1=0 to enable DTMF mode 

         ; set b2=0 to disable interrupts 

         ; set b3=1 so following write goes to ConReg B 

 movwf tempU8Out 

 call  WriteToU8ControlReg  ; Second write writes to Control Register A 

 movlw 0x01      ; set b0=1 to disable burst mode 

         ; set b1=0 to disable test mode 

         ; set b2=0 to enable production of DTMF tones 

         ; set b3=0 is relevant only for single tones 

 movwf tempU8Out 

 call  WriteToU8ControlReg  ; Third write writes to Control Register B 

 call  ReadFromU8StatusReg  ; Clear all status flags 

 call  del10ms     ; Wait 10ms for circuits to settle 

 return  

; 

; ************************************************************************************ 

; Subroutine ConfigureU8ForDTMFReception prepares U8 to receive DTMF tones 

; On second write, 0x08:- 

;   Control Register A<0> = 0 disables tone output 

;   Control Register A<1> = 0 enables DTMF mode 

;   Control Register A<2> = 0 disables interrupt mode 

;   Control Register A<3> = 1 sends next write to Control Register B 

; On third write, 0x01:- 

;   Control Register B<0> = 1 disables burst mode 

;   Control Regsiter B<1> = 0 disables test mode 

;   Control Register B<2> = 0 allows DTMF tones and disallows single frequency tones 

; Control Register B<3> = 0 is irrelevant when Control Register B<2> = 0 

; 

ConfigureU8ForDTMFReception 

 call  ReadFromU8StatusReg  ; Read Status Register to clear all status flags 

 clrf  tempU8Out 

 call  WriteToU8ControlReg  ; First write disables interrupts 

 movlw 0x08  

 movwf tempU8Out 

 call  WriteToU8ControlReg  ; Second write writes to Control Register A 

 movlw 0x01  

 movwf tempU8Out 

 call  WriteToU8ControlReg  ; Third write writes to Control Register B 

 call  ReadFromU8StatusReg  ; Clear all status flags 

 call  del10ms     ; Wait 10ms for circuits to settle 

 return 

; 

; ************************************************************************************ 

; Subroutine CheckIfReceiveHasHappened should be called when a DTMF tone is expected. 

; The routine returns RetValues<DTMFRcv>=1 if a valid DTMF tone has been received,  

; oterwise is returns RetValues<DTMFRcv>=0.  This routine does not wait for the DTMF 

; tone to be completed, nor does it read the DTMF code itself.  A subsequent call to 

; ReadFromU8ReceiveReg will read whatever DTMF code was received.  Note that the call 

; to ReadFromU8StatusReg automatically clears the DTMF-received flag, so it does not 

; need to be explicitly cleared after it is read. 

; 

CheckIfU8ReceiveHasHappened 

 call  ReadFromU8StatusReg  ; returns Status Register in tempU8In<3-0> 

 bcf  RetValues,DTMFRcv  ; default return value is 0 

 btfsc tempU8In,DTMF2     ; bit<2>=1 if valid data is in Receive Data Reg 

 bsf  RetValues,DTMFRcv  ; since there is valid data, set the return bit 

 return 

; 

; ************************************************************************************ 

; Subroutine ConfigureU8ForCPMonitoring configures U8 to monitor call progress tones. 

; On second write, 0x0E:- 

;   Control Register A<0> = 0 disables tone output 

;   Control Register A<1> = 1 enables CP mode 

;   Control Register A<2> = 1 enables interrupt mode 

;   Control Register A<3> = 1 sends next write to Control Register B 

; On third write, 0x00:- 

;   Control Register B<0> = 0 enables burst mode 

;   Control Regsiter B<1> = 0 disables test mode 

;   Control Register B<2> = 0 allows DTMF tones and disallows single frequency tones 

; Control Register B<3> = 0 is irrelevant when Control Register B<2> = 0 

; 
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ConfigureU8ForCPMonitoring 

    call  ReadFromU8StatusReg  ; Read Status Register to clear all status flags 

 clrf  tempU8Out 

 call  WriteToU8ControlReg  ; First write disables interrupts 

 movlw 0x0E  

 movwf tempU8Out 

 call  WriteToU8ControlReg  ; Second write writes to Control Register A 

  clrf  tempU8Out 

 call  WriteToU8ControlReg  ; Third write writes to Control Register B 

 call  ReadFromU8StatusReg  ; Clear all status flags 

 call  del10ms     ; Wait 10ms for circuits to settle  

    return 

; 

; ************************************************************************************ 

; Subroutine ReadIRQOnce reads U8's IRQ line to determine if a call progress tone is 

; being received.  This subroutine executes a one-off test of the IRQ pin.  It returns 

; RetValues<CPtone>=1 if a CP tone is present.  This subroutine should only be called 

; after U8 has been configured for CP monitoring. 

; 

ReadIRQOnce 

 bcf  RetValues,CPtone   ; set the default return value to no CP tone 

 movf  portB,w     ; read portB and ... 

 movwf tempRIRQ     ; ... save in register tempRIRQ 

 btfss tempRIRQ,DTMFIRQ   ; if IRQ is high, then ... 

 return       ; ... a call progress tone is being detected 

 bsf  RetValues,CPtone 

 return 

; 

; ************************************************************************************ 

; Subroutine ReadIRQ50ms sets RetValues<CPtone>=1 if a call progress tone is received 

; at any time during a 50ms interval.  This subroutine differs from ReadIRQOnce, which 

; reads the IRQ pin only once and leaves it up to the calling procedure to decide 

; whether a subsequent call should be made.  ReadIRQ50ms makes multiple reads to 

; determine if a waveform is present. 

;  

; The M-8880 DTMF transceiver is used to detect an incoming call progress tone.  When 

; configured appropriately, it presents a square wave on its IRQ line (pin 13) at the 

; frequency of the call progress tone.  The M-8880 datasheet states that the chip 

; produces this square wave output for tones in the range 320Hz-510Hz and rejects 

; frequencies lower than 290Hz and higher than 520Hz.   

; 

; At 290Hz, the period is 3.448ms long, so each half-cycle is 1.724ms long.  In  

; principle, a call progress tone at this frequency should cause the DTMFIRQ line to 

; go high every 1.724ms. 

; 

; At 520Hz, the period is 1.923ms long, so each half-cycle is 0.962ms long.  In 

; principle, a call progress tone at this frequency should cause the DTMFIRQ line to 

; go high every 0.962ms. 

; 

; We should sample the input at a frequency corresponding to a period of about one- 

; quarter of the shortest pause, which is equal to 280us.  What we will do is sample 

; the IRQ pin every 200us for 250 samples, which counts out approximately 50ms. 

; 

ReadIRQ50ms 

 bcf  RetValues,CPtone   ; set the default return value to no CP tone 

 movlw 0xFA      ; d'250'=0xFA 

 movwf countIRQ 

RITA 

 movf  portB,w     ; read portB and ... 

 movwf tempRIRQ     ; ... save in register tempRIRQ 

 btfsc tempRIRQ,DTMFIRQ   ; if IRQ is high, then ... 

 bsf  RetValues,CPtone   ; ... a call progress tone is being detected 

 call  del100us     ; wait 200us before taking the next sample 

 call  del100us 

 decfsz countIRQ,f    ; decrement loop counter 

 goto  RITA      ; loop counter is non-zero -- keep sampling 

 return       ; loop counter is zero -- return 

; 

; ************************************************************************************ 

; Subroutine ReadFromU8StatusReg reads the Status Register into tempU8In<3-0> 

; 
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ReadFromU8StatusReg 

 call  ConfigurePortBForInput 

 bcf  portBmirror,DTMFPhi  ; Step #1 - set RSO and RW high; keep Phi low 

 bsf  portBmirror,DTMFRSO  ;   RSO = 1 for read from Status Register 

 bsf  portBmirror,DTMFRW  ;   RW = 1 for read from Status Register 

 movf  portBmirror,w 

 movwf portB 

    bsf  portBmirror,DTMFPhi  ; Step #2 - set Phi high; keep RSO and RW high 

 bsf  portBmirror,DTMFRSO  ;   RSO = 1 for read from Status Register 

 bsf  portBmirror,DTMFRW  ;   RW = 1 for read from Status Register 

 movf  portBmirror,w 

 movwf portB 

 nop        ; wait 800ns before reading portB 

 nop 

 movf  portB,w     ; Step #3 - read the data in the Status Register 

 andlw 0x0F      ; keep only the status bits in the low nibble 

 movwf tempU8In     ; store status bits in register tempU8In 

 bcf  portBmirror,DTMFPhi  ; Step #4 - assert Phi low; keep RSO and RW high 

 bsf  portBmirror,DTMFRSO  ;   RSO = 1 for read from Status Register 

 bsf  portBmirror,DTMFRW  ;   RW = 1 for read from Status Register 

 movf  portBmirror,w 

 movwf portB 

    bcf  portBmirror,DTMFPhi  ; Step #5 - assert RSO and RW low; keep Phi low 

 bcf  portBmirror,DTMFRSO  ;   RSO = 0 at end of read from Status Register 

 bcf  portBmirror,DTMFRW  ;   RW = 0 at end of read from Status Register 

 movf  portBmirror,w 

 movwf portB 

 call  ConfigurePortBForOutput 

 return 

; 

; ************************************************************************************ 

; Subroutine WriteToU8ControlReg writes tempU8Out<3-0> into the Control Register 

; 

WriteToU8ControlReg 

 movf  tempU8Out,w    ; ensure that tempU8Out<7-4> is zero 

 andlw 0x0F 

 movwf tempU8Out 

 call  ConfigurePortBForOutput 

 movf  portBmirror,w   ; Step #1 - to write the four data bits to portB, ... 

 andlw 0xF0      ; ... zero the low nibble and ... 

 iorwf tempU8Out,w    ; ... or-in the four data bits and ... 

 movwf portBmirror    ; ... prepare to send it to portC 

 bcf  portBmirror,DTMFPhi  ; Step #2 - set RSO high and RW; keep Phi low 

 bsf  portBmirror,DTMFRSO  ;   RSO = 1 for write to Control Register 

 bcf  portBmirror,DTMFRW  ;   RW = 0 for write to Control Register 

 movf  portBmirror,w 

 movwf portB 

    bsf  portBmirror,DTMFPhi  ; Step #3 - set Phi high; keep RSO high and RW low 

 bsf  portBmirror,DTMFRSO  ;   RSO = 1 for write to Control Register 

 bcf  portBmirror,DTMFRW  ;   RW = 0 for write to Control Register 

 movf  portBmirror,w 

 movwf portB 

 bcf  portBmirror,DTMFPhi  ; Step #4 - assert Phi low; keep RSO high, RW low 

 bsf  portBmirror,DTMFRSO  ;   RSO = 1 for write to Control Register 

 bcf  portBmirror,DTMFRW  ;   RW = 0 for write to Control Register 

 movf  portBmirror,w 

 movwf portB 

    bcf  portBmirror,DTMFPhi  ; Step #5 - assert RSO and RW low; keep Phi low 

 bcf  portBmirror,DTMFRSO  ;   RSO = 0 at end of write to Control Register 

 bcf  portBmirror,DTMFRW  ;   RW = 0 at end of write to Control Register 

 movf  portBmirror,w 

 movwf portB 

 return 

;      

; ************************************************************************************ 

; Subroutine WriteToU8TransmitReg writes tempU8Out<3-0> into Transmit Data Register 

; 

WriteToU8TransmitReg 

 movf  tempU8Out,w    ; ensure that tempU8Out<7-4> is zero 

 andlw 0x0F 

 movwf tempU8Out     
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 call  ConfigurePortBForOutput 

 movf  portBmirror,w   ; Step #1 - to write the data bits to portB, ... 

 andlw 0xF0      ; ... zero the low nibble and ... 

 iorwf tempU8Out,w    ; ... or-in the four data bits and ... 

 movwf portBmirror    ; ... prepare to send it to portB 

 bcf  portBmirror,DTMFPhi  ; Step #2 - set RSO and RW low; keep Phi low 

 bcf  portBmirror,DTMFRSO  ;   RSO = 0 for write to Transmit Data Register 

 bcf  portBmirror,DTMFRW  ;   RW = 0 for write to Transmit Data Register 

 movf  portBmirror,w 

 movwf portB 

   bsf  portBmirror,DTMFPhi  ; Step #3 - set Phi high; keep RSO and RW low 

 bcf  portBmirror,DTMFRSO  ;   RSO = 0 for write to Transmit Data Register 

 bcf  portBmirror,DTMFRW  ;   RW = 0 for write to Transmit Data Register 

 movf  portBmirror,w 

 movwf portB 

 bcf  portBmirror,DTMFPhi  ; Step #4 - assert Phi low; keep RSO and RW low 

 bcf  portBmirror,DTMFRSO  ;   RSO = 0 at end of write to Transmit Data Reg 

 bcf  portBmirror,DTMFRW  ;   RW = 0 at end of write to Transmit Data Reg 

 movf  portBmirror,w 

 movwf portB 

 return 

; 

; ************************************************************************************ 

; Subroutine ReadFromU8ReceiveReg reads the Receive Data Register into tempU8In<3-0>. 

; The routine assumes that a prior call to CheckIfReceiveHasHappened was made and  

; reported that a valid DTMF code has been received. 

; 

ReadFromU8ReceiveReg 

 call  ConfigurePortBForInput 

 bcf  portBmirror,DTMFPhi  ; Step #1 - set RSO low and RW high; keep Phi low 

 bcf  portBmirror,DTMFRSO  ;   RSO = 0 to read from Receive Data Register 

 bsf  portBmirror,DTMFRW  ;   RW = 1 to read from Receive Data Register 

 movf  portBmirror,w 

 movwf portB 

   bsf  portBmirror,DTMFPhi  ; Step #2 - set Phi high; keep RSO low and RW high 

 bcf  portBmirror,DTMFRSO  ;   RSO = 0 to read from Receive Data Register 

 bsf  portBmirror,DTMFRW  ;   RW = 1 to read from Receive Data Register 

 movf  portBmirror,w 

 movwf portB 

 nop        ; wait 800ns before reading portB 

 nop 

 movf  portB,w     ; Step #3 - read the data in Receive Data Register 

 andlw 0x0F      ; keep only the code bits in the low nibble 

 movwf tempU8In     ; put the low nibble into tempU8In 

 bcf  portBmirror,DTMFPhi  ; Step #4 - assert Phi low; keep RSO low, RW high 

 bcf  portBmirror,DTMFRSO  ;   RSO = 0 to read from Receive Data Register 

 bsf  portBmirror,DTMFRW  ;   RW = 1 to read from Receive Data Register 

 movf  portBmirror,w 

 movwf portB 

 bcf  portBmirror,DTMFPhi  ; Step #5 - assert RSO and RW low; keep Phi low 

 bcf  portBmirror,DTMFRSO  ;   RSO = 0 at end of read from Receive Data Reg 

 bcf  portBmirror,DTMFRW  ;   RW = 0 at end of read from Receive Data Reg 

 movf  portBmirror,w 

 movwf portB 

 call  ConfigurePortBForOutput 

 return 

; 

; ************************************************************************************ 

; ************************************************************************************ 

; Low-level subroutines:- 

;   del500ms - non-interrupted delay of 503.082ms 

;   del200ms - non-interrupted delay of 201.234ms 

; del100ms - non-interrupted delay of 100.618ms 

;   del20ms - non-interrupted delay of 20.0172ms 

;   del10ms - non-interrupted delay of 10.0604ms 

;   del1ms - non-interrupted delay of 1.018ms 

;   del100us - non-interrupted delay of 100.4us 

;   ActivateTS117 - enables TS117 

; DeactivateTS117 - disables TS117 

;   OpenRelayTel - opens RelayTel, disconnecting from the telephone line 

;   CloseRelayTel - closes RelayTel, connecting to the telephone line 
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;   OpenRelayOut - opens the output relays, turning the siren off 

;   CloseRelayOut - closes the output relays, turning the siren on 

; TurnOnAllClearLED - turns on the "All Clear" LED 

;   TurnOffAllClearLED - turns off the "All Clear" LED 

;   TurnOnNotClearLED - turns on the "Not Clear" LED 

; TurnOffNotClearLED - turns off the "Not Clear" LED 

; TurnOnAlarmedLED - turns on the "Alarmed" LED 

; TurnOffAlarmedLED - turns ff the "Alarmed LED" 

; ReadStartSwitch - reads and debounces the "Start" switch 

;   ReadRemoteDisableSwitch - reads and debounces the "Remote Disable" switch 

; ReadSensorInput - reads input from the motion detectors 

; ReadLineInUse - determines if the telephone line is in use 

; ************************************************************************************ 

; ************************************************************************************ 

; 

; ************************************************************************************ 

; Subroutine del500ms delays for 503.082ms 

;       ; Cycles 

del500ms 

 movlw 0x32    ; 1  (Note that 0x32 = d’50’.) 

 movwf count3   ; 1 

del500msa 

 call  del10ms   ; 50 x 25,151 = 1,257,550 

 decfsz count3,f   ; (49 x 1) + (1 x 2) = 51 

 goto  del500msa  ; 49 x 2 = 98 

 return     ; 2 

;       ; CALL adds 2 -- 1,257,705 cycles x 400ns = 503,082,000ns 

; 

; *********************************************************************************** 

; Subroutine del200ms delays for 201.234ms 

;       ; Cycles 

del200ms 

 movlw 0x14    ; 1  (Note that 0x14 = d’20’.) 

 movwf count3   ; 1 

del200msa 

 call  del10ms   ; 20 x 25,151 = 503,020 

 decfsz count3,f   ; (19 x 1) + (1 x 2) = 21 

 goto  del200msa  ; 19 x 2 = 38 

 return     ; 2 

;       ; CALL adds 2 -- 503,085 cycles x 400ns = 201,234,000ns 

; 

; ************************************************************************************ 

; Subroutine del100ms delays for 100.618ms 

;       ; Cycles 

del100ms 

 movlw 0x0A    ; 1  (Note that 0x0A = d’10’.) 

 movwf count3   ; 1 

del100msa 

 call  del10ms   ; 10 x 25,151 = 251,510 

 decfsz count3,f   ; (9 x 1) + (1 x 2) = 11 

 goto  del200msa  ; 9 x 2 = 18 

 return     ; 2 

;       ; CALL adds 2 -- 251,545 cycles x 400ns = 100,618,000ns 

; 

; ************************************************************************************ 

; Subroutine del20ms delays for 20.0172ms 

;       ; Cycles 

del20ms 

 movlw 0xC5    ; 1  (Note that 0xC5 = d’197’.) 

 movwf count2   ; 1 

del20msa 

 call  del100us   ; 197 x 251 = 49,447 

 decfsz count2,f   ; (196 x 1) + (1 x 2) = 198 

 goto  del10msa   ; 196 x 2 = 392 

 return     ; 2 

;       ; CALL adds 2 -- 50,043 cycles x 400ns = 20,017,200ns 

; 

; ************************************************************************************ 

; Subroutine del10ms delays for 10.0604ms 

;       ; Cycles 

del10ms 
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 movlw 0x63    ; 1  (Note that 0x63 = d’99’.) 

 movwf count2   ; 1 

del10msa 

 call  del100us   ; 99 x 251 = 24,849 

 decfsz count2,f   ; (98 x 1) + (1 x 2) = 100 

 goto  del10msa   ; 98 x 2 = 196 

 return     ; 2 

;       ; CALL adds 2 -- 25,151 cycles x 400ns = 10,060,400ns 

; 

; ************************************************************************************ 

; Subroutine del1ms delays for 1.018ms 

;       ; Cycles 

del1ms 

 movlw 0x0A    ; 1  (Note that 0x0A = d’10’.) 

 movwf count2   ; 1 

del1msa 

 call  del100us   ; 10 x 251 = 2,510 

 decfsz count2,f   ; (9 x 1) + (1 x 2) = 11 

 goto  del1msa   ; 9 x 2 = 18 

 return     ; 2 

;       ; CALL adds 2 -- 2,545 cycles x 400ns = 1,018,000ns 

; 

; ************************************************************************************ 

; Subroutine del100us delays for 100.4us 

;       ; Cycles 

del100us 

 movlw 0x52    ; 1  (Note that 0x52 = d’82’.) 

 movwf count1   ; 1 

del100usa 

 decfsz count1,f   ; (81 x 1) + (1 x 2) = 83 

 goto  del100usa  ; 81 x 2 = 162 

 return     ; 2 

;       ; CALL adds 2 -- 251 cycles x 400ns = 100,400ns 

; 

; ************************************************************************************ 

; Subroutine ActivateTS117 activates the telephone line detection relay 

; 

ActivateTS117 

 bcf  portCmirror,CheckLine 

 movf  portCmirror,w 

 movwf portC 

 call  del100ms 

 return 

; 

; ************************************************************************************ 

; Subroutine DeactivateTS117 deactivates the telephone line detection relay 

; 

DeactivateTS117 

 bsf  portCmirror,CheckLine 

 movf  portCmirror,w 

 movwf portC 

 call  del10ms 

 return 

; 

; ************************************************************************************ 

; Subroutine OpenRelayTel opens RelayTel, disconnecting from the telephone line 

; 

OpenRelayTel 

 bcf  portCmirror,RelayTel 

 movf  portCmirror,w 

 movwf portC 

 call  del100ms 

 return 

; 

; ************************************************************************************ 

; Subroutine CloseRelayTel closes RelayTel, connecting to the telephone line 

; 

CloseRelayTel 

 bsf  portCmirror,RelayTel 

 movf  portCmirror,w 

 movwf portC 
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 call  del100ms 

 return 

; 

; ************************************************************************************ 

; Subroutine OpenRelayOut opens the output relays, turning the siren off 

; 

OpenRelayOut 

 bcf  portCmirror,RelayOut 

 movf  portCmirror,w 

 movwf portC 

 call  del100ms 

 return 

; 

; ************************************************************************************ 

; Subroutine CloseRelayOut closes the output relays, turning the siren on 

; 

CloseRelayOut 

 bsf  portCmirror,RelayOut 

 movf  portCmirror,w 

 movwf portC 

 call  del100ms 

 return 

; 

; ************************************************************************************ 

; Subroutine TurnOnAllClearLED turns on the "All Clear" LED 

; 

TurnOnAllClearLED 

 bcf  portCmirror,AllClear 

 movf  portCmirror,w 

 movwf portC 

 call  del1ms 

 return 

; 

; ************************************************************************************ 

; Subroutine TurnOffAllClearLED turns off the "All Clear" LED 

; 

TurnOffAllClearLED 

 bsf  portCmirror,AllClear 

 movf  portCmirror,w 

 movwf portC 

 call  del1ms 

 return 

; 

; ************************************************************************************ 

; Subroutine TurnOnNotClearLED turns on the "Not Clear" LED 

; 

TurnOnNotClearLED 

 bcf  portCmirror,NotClear 

 movf  portCmirror,w 

 movwf portC 

 call  del1ms 

 return 

; 

; ************************************************************************************ 

; Subroutine TurnOffNotClearLED turns off the "Not Clear" LED 

; 

TurnOffNotClearLED 

 bsf  portCmirror,NotClear 

 movf  portCmirror,w 

 movwf portC 

 call  del1ms 

 return 

; 

; ************************************************************************************ 

; Subroutine TurnOnAlarmedLED turns on the "Alarmed" LED 

; 

TurnOnAlarmedLED 

 bcf  portCmirror,Alarmed 

 movf  portCmirror,w 

 movwf portC 

 call  del1ms 
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 return 

; 

; ************************************************************************************ 

; Subroutine TurnOffAlarmedLED turns off the "Alarmed" LED 

; 

TurnOffAlarmedLED 

 bsf  portCmirror,Alarmed 

 movf  portCmirror,w 

 movwf portC 

 call  del1ms 

 return 

; 

; ************************************************************************************ 

; Subroutine ReadStartSwitch reads and debounces the "Start" switch.  If the user 

; presses the switch, the input voltage goes high.  If it is found to be high, then 

; the subroutine waits for 100ms and then checks again.  The result is returned in 

; RetValues<StartSwitch> and is high if the switch has been successfully pressed.  The 

; subroutine does not return until the user releases the "Start" switch for at least 

; 20ms. 

; 

ReadStartSwitch 

 bcf  RetValues,StartSwitch 

 movf  portC,w      

 movwf tempRSS 

 btfss tempRSS,Start 

 return      ; The switch is not pressed, so return 

 call  del100ms 

 movf  portC,w 

 movwf tempRSS 

 btfss tempRSS,Start 

 return       ; The switch is released before 100ms, so return 

 bsf  RetValues,StartSwitch 

RSSA 

 call  del10ms     ; Wait until the "Start" switch is released. 

 movf  portC,w 

 movwf tempRSS 

 btfsc tempRSS,Start 

 goto  RSSA      ; The switch is still pressed, so keep waiting 

 call  del10ms 

 movf  portC,w 

 movwf tempRSS 

 btfsc tempRSS,Start 

 goto  RSSA      ; The switch is still pressed, so keep waiting 

 return       ; The switch is released, so return 

; 

; ************************************************************************************ 

; Subroutine ReadRemoteDisableSwitch reads and the "RemoteDisable" switch.  If the 

; wants to disable the system, he turns the Remote Disable switch on, which sets high 

; the input voltage.  Even though debouncing is not an issue for this switch, the 

; subroutine checks a second time, after 10ms, just to be sure of the setting.   

; 

ReadRemoteDisableSwitch 

 bcf  RetValues,RDSwitch 

 movf  portC,w      

 movwf tempRRDS 

 btfss tempRRDS,RemoteDis 

 return       ; The switch is not turned on, so return 

 call  del10ms 

 movf  portC,w 

 movwf tempRRDS 

 btfss tempRRDS,RemoteDis 

 bsf  RetValues,RDSwitch  ; The switch is not turned on, so return 

 return  

; 

; ************************************************************************************ 

; Subroutine ReadSensorInput reads the inputs from four Motion Sensor boards.  Motion 

; is being sensed if any input is low.  The result is returned in flag bit   

; RetValues<SensorInput> and is high if any sensor is reporting activity. 

; 

ReadSensorInput 

 bsf  RetValues,SensorInput 
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 movf  portA,w      

 movwf tempRSI 

 btfss tempRSI,Sensor1 

 return       ; Sensor1 is reporting motion, so return 

 btfss tempRSI,Sensor2 

 return       ; Sensor2 ia reporting motion, so return 

 btfss tempRSI,Sensor3 

 return       ; Sensor3 is reporting motion, so return 

 btfss tempRSI,Sensor4 

 return       ; Sensor4 is reporting motion, so return 

 bcf  RetValues,SensorInput 

 return       ; All sensors are quiet 

; 

; ************************************************************************************ 

; Subroutine ReadLineInUse determines if the telephone line is in use.  The subroutine 

; does not activate the TS117 telecom relay -- it assumes that the calling routine has 

; already activated it.  The subroutine simply reads the status of the line.  The  

; status is returned in RetValues<Available> and is high if the telephone line is free 

; for use.  The subroutine does not activate and deactivate the TS117 relay because it 

; is often better for the calling routine to leave it activated until it gets the 

; response it wants.   

; 

ReadLineInUse 

 movf  portA,w     ; read the line-in-use bit 

 movwf tempRLIU 

 btfsc tempRLIU,LineInUse  ; if the LIU bit is low, the line is available 

 goto  RLIUNotAvailable 

 goto  RLIUAvailable 

RLIUNotAvailable 

 bcf  RetValues,Available 

 return 

RLIUAvailable 

 bsf  RetValues,Available 

 return 

;  

; ************************************************************************************ 

; ************************************************************************************ 

; Subroutines to set user data:- 

;   SetParameters 

;   SetTelNum1 

;   SetTelNum2 

; SetTelNum3 

; SetTelNum4 

; ************************************************************************************ 

; ************************************************************************************ 

; 

SetParameters 

 movlw 0x2D      ; delay after power-up, in seconds: 0x2D=d'45' 

 movwf delayInit 

 movlw 0x05      ; delay after "Start" switch pressed: 0x05=d'5' 

 movwf delayDASS 

 movlw  0x78      ; delay after arming, in seconds: 0x78=d'120' 

 movwf delayDAA 

 movlw 0x78      ; delay after break-in, in seconds: 0x78=d'120' 

 movwf delayDAB 

 movlw 0x0F      ; maximum alarm duration, in minutes: 0x0F=d'15' 

 movwf delayMAD 

 movlw 0x01      ; number of telephone numbers 

 movwf NumTelNum  

 return 

 

SetTelNum1       ; Colin's cell 

 movlw 0x0A      ; number of digits in first telephone number: 

0x0A=d'10' 

 movwf LenTelNum 

 movlw 0x04 

 movwf telnum1 

 movlw 0x01 

 movwf telnum2 

 movlw 0x06 

 movwf telnum3 
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 movlw 0x07 

 movwf telnum4 

 movlw 0x02 

 movwf telnum5 

 movlw 0x0A 

 movwf telnum6 

 movlw 0x0A 

 movwf telnum7 

 movlw 0x04 

 movwf telnum8 

 movlw 0x05 

 movwf telnum9 

 movlw 0x04 

 movwf telnum10 

 movlw 0x0A 

 movwf telnum11 

 movlw 0x0A 

 movwf telnum12 

 return 

 

SetTelNum2       ; Colin's home 

 movlw 0x0A      ; number of digits in first second number: 0x0A=d'10' 

 movwf LenTelNum 

 movlw 0x09 

 movwf telnum1 

 movlw 0x0A 

 movwf telnum2 

 movlw 0x05 

 movwf telnum3 

 movlw 0x08 

 movwf telnum4 

 movlw 0x07 

 movwf telnum5 

 movlw 0x04 

 movwf telnum6 

 movlw 0x09 

 movwf telnum7 

 movlw 0x0A 

 movwf telnum8 

 movlw 0x09 

 movwf telnum9 

 movlw 0x08 

 movwf telnum10 

 movlw 0x0A 

 movwf telnum11 

 movlw 0x0A 

 movwf telnum12 

 return 

 

SetTelNum3       ; Jim's home 

 movlw 0x0A      ; number of digits in third telephone number: 

0x0A=d'10' 

 movwf LenTelNum 

 movlw 0x05 

 movwf telnum1 

 movlw 0x01 

 movwf telnum2 

 movlw 0x09 

 movwf telnum3 

 movlw 0x09 

 movwf telnum4 

 movlw 0x02 

 movwf telnum5 

 movlw 0x07 

 movwf telnum6 

 movlw 0x05 

 movwf telnum7 

 movlw 0x08 

 movwf telnum8 

 movlw 0x08 

 movwf telnum9 
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 movlw 0x0A 

 movwf telnum10 

 movlw 0x0A 

 movwf telnum11 

 movlw 0x0A 

 movwf telnum12 

 return 

 

SetTelNum4       ; Jim's work 

 movlw 0x0A      ; number of digits in third telephone number: 

 movwf LenTelNum 

 movlw 0x09 

 movwf telnum1 

 movlw 0x0A 

 movwf telnum2 

 movlw 0x05 

 movwf telnum3 

 movlw 0x07 

 movwf telnum4 

 movlw 0x09 

 movwf telnum5 

 movlw 0x0A 

 movwf telnum6 

 movlw 0x03 

 movwf telnum7 

 movlw 0x01 

 movwf telnum8 

 movlw 0x01 

 movwf telnum9 

 movlw 0x03 

 movwf telnum10 

 movlw 0x0A 

 movwf telnum11 

 movlw 0x0A 

 movwf telnum12 

 return 

;  

; ************************************************************************************ 

; ************************************************************************************ 

; Test programs used for debugging purposes only 

; ************************************************************************************ 

; ************************************************************************************ 

; 

; ************************************************************************************ 

; TestProgram1 is an asynchronous test that the PIC is running.  It toggles certain 

; output lines every 500ms.  The lines are: (i) the "All Clear" LED on RC2, (ii) the 

; "Not Clear" LED on RC1, (iii) the "Alarmed" LED on RC6, (iv) RelayTel on RC4 and 

; (v) the output relay RelayOut on RC0. 

; 

TestProgram1 

 bcf  INTCon,GIE    ; disable global interrupts 

TP1A 

 call  TurnOnAllClearLED 

 call  TurnOnNotClearLED 

 call  TurnOnAlarmedLED 

 call  CloseRelayTel 

 call  CloseRelayOut 

 call  del500ms 

 call  TurnOffAllClearLED 

 call  TurnOffNotClearLED 

 call  TurnOffAlarmedLED 

 call  OpenRelayTel 

 call  OpenRelayOut 

 call  del500ms 

 goto  TP1A 

; 

; ************************************************************************************ 

; TestProgram2 tests the "Start" switch.  The program toggles the "All Clear" and 

; "Alarmed" LEDs on or off when a successful press is made.  A press is successful 

; only if it lasts for at least 100ms.  The two LEDs are out of phase, so the test 

; always gives a clear report of whether or not it recognized the press. 
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; 

TestProgram2 

 bcf  INTCon,GIE    ; disable global interrupts 

 call  TurnOnAllClearLED  ; initialize the two LEDs 

 call  TurnOffAlarmedLED 

TP2A 

 call  ReadStartSwitch 

 btfss RetValues,StartSwitch 

 goto  TP2A 

 bcf  RetValues,StartSwitch 

 movf  portCmirror,w 

 xorlw 0x04      ; 0x04 = b'00000100' is the "All Clear" bit<2> 

 xorlw 0x40      ; 0x40 = b'01000000' is the "Alarmed" bit<6> 

 movwf portCmirror 

 movwf portC 

 call  del10ms 

 goto TP2A 

; 

; ************************************************************************************ 

; TestProgram3 tests the "RemoteDisable" switch.  The program toggles the "All Clear" 

; and "Alarmed" LEDs on or off when a successful press is made.  A press is successful 

; only if it lasts for at least 10ms.  The two LEDs are out of phase, so the test 

; always gives a clear report of whether or not it recognized the press. 

; 

TestProgram3 

 bcf  INTCon,GIE    ; disable global interrupts 

 call  TurnOnAllClearLED  ; initialize the two LEDs 

 call  TurnOffAlarmedLED 

TP3A 

 call  ReadRemoteDisableSwitch 

 btfss RetValues,RDSwitch 

 goto  TP3A 

 bcf  RetValues,RDSwitch 

 movf  portCmirror,w 

 xorlw 0x04      ; 0x04 = b'00000100' is the "All Clear" bit<2> 

 xorlw 0x40      ; 0x40 = b'01000000' is the "Alarmed" bit<6> 

 movwf portCmirror  

 movwf portC 

 call  del10ms 

 goto  TP3A 

; 

; ************************************************************************************ 

; TestProgram4 tests the TS117 telecom relay.  The program continually monitors the  

; status of the telephone line.  If the line is free for use, the "All Clear" LED is 

; turned on and the "Alarmed" LED is turned off.  If the line is busy, the "All Clear" 

; LED is turned off and the "Alarmed" LED is turned on. 

; 

TestProgram4 

 bcf  INTCon,GIE    ; disable global interrupts 

 call  TurnOffAllClearLED  ; turn off both LEDs 

 call  TurnOffAlarmedLED 

TP4A  

call  del500ms 

 call  ReadLineInUse 

 btfss RetValues,Available  

 goto  TP4NotAvailable 

 goto  TP4Available 

TP4NotAvailable 

 call  TurnOffAllClearLED 

 call  TurnOnAlarmedLED 

 goto  TP4A 

TP4Available 

 call  TurnOnAllClearLED 

 call  TurnOffAlarmedLED 

 goto  TP4A 

; 

; ************************************************************************************ 

; TestProgram5 tests the input from the Motion Sensors.  The program continually 

; monitors the input from the four Motion Sensors.  If no Motion Sensors are  

; activated, the "All Clear" LED is turned on and the "Not Clear" LED is turned off. 

; If one or more of the Motion Sensors are activated, then "All Clear" LED is turned 
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; off and the "Not Clear" LED is turned on. 

; 

TestProgram5 

 bcf  INTCon,GIE    ; disable global interrupts 

 call  TurnOffAllClearLED  ; turn off both LEDs 

 call  TurnOffNotClearLED 

TP5A  

 call  del100ms 

 call  ReadSensorInput 

 btfss RetValues,SensorInput  

 goto  TP5AllIsWell 

 goto  TP5BreakIn 

TP5AllIsWell 

 call  TurnOnAllClearLED 

 call  TurnOffNotClearLED 

 goto  TP5A 

TP5BreakIn 

 call  TurnOffAllClearLED 

 call  TurnOnNotClearLED 

 goto  TP5A 

; 

; ************************************************************************************ 

; TestProgram6 is an asynchronous test of a complete telephone call dialing cycle. 

; The program dials the telephone number of a telephone which is within earshot.   

; After dialing is complete and, if the telephone is picked up, the program sends the 

; SOS signal.  Call progress is monitored by sampling every 20ms. 

; 

TestProgram6 

 bcf  INTCon,GIE    ; disable global interrupts 

 call  TurnOffAllClearLED  ; the three LEDs are used as a visual signal 

 call  TurnOffNotClearLED 

 call  TurnOffAlarmedLED 

 call  ActivateTS117 

         ; Step #1 - Wait up to 10 seconds for a free ... 

         ; ... line, checking every 100ms. 

 movlw 0x66      ; d'100'=0x64 to count 10-second wait 

 movwf countLIU 

TP6WaitForLIU 

 call  del100ms 

 call  ReadLineInUse 

 btfsc RetValues,Available 

 goto  TP6LineIsFree 

 decfsz countLIU,f 

 goto  TP6WaitForLIU 

TP6TimeOut_LineInUse     ; Error: Line continued in use for 10 seconds. 

 call  TurnOnAlarmedLED   ; Display: Turn on "Alarmed" LED. 

 call  TurnOffAllClearLED 

 call  TurnOffNotClearLED 

 call  del500ms     ; enter infinite loop 

 goto  TP6TimeOut_LineInUse 

TP6LineIsFree 

 call  TurnOnAllClearLED  ; Display: Turn on "All Clear" LED. 

 call  CloseRelayTel   ; Take the line off hook and ... 

 call  DeactivateTS117   ; ... deactivate the multi-function relay. 

 call  ConfigureU8ForCPMonitoring  

         ; Step #2 - Wait up to 5 seconds for a dial ... 

         ; ... tone, checking every 20ms. 

 movlw 0xFA      ; d'250'=0xFA to count 5-second wait 

 movwf countDT 

TP6WaitForDT 

 call  del20ms 

 call  ReadIRQOnce 

 btfsc RetValues,CPtone 

 goto  TP6ReceivingDialTone 

 decfsz countDT,f 

 goto  TP6WaitForDT 

TP6TimeOut_NoDialTone    ; Error: No dial tone within 5 seconds. 

 call  TurnOnNotClearLED  ; Display: Turn on "Not Clear" LED. 

 call  TurnOffAllClearLED 

 call  TurnOffAlarmedLED 

 call  OpenRelayTel 
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 call  del500ms     ; enter infinite loop 

 goto  TP6TimeOut_NoDialTone 

TP6ReceivingDialTone 

 call  ConfigureU8ForDTMFTransmission 

         ; Step #3 - Dial. 

 call  TurnOnAllClearLED  ; Display: Toggle the "All Clear" LED. 

 movlw 0x09      ; begin dialing 

 movwf DTMFchar 

 call  SendDTMF 

 call  TurnOffAllClearLED 

 movlw 0x0A 

 movwf DTMFchar 

 call  SendDTMF 

 call TurnOnAllClearLED 

 movlw 0x05 

 movwf DTMFchar 

 call  SendDTMF 

 call  TurnOffAllClearLED 

 movlw 0x04 

 movwf DTMFchar 

 call  SendDTMF 

 call  TurnOnAllClearLED 

 movlw 0x05 

 movwf DTMFchar 

 call  SendDTMF 

 call  TurnOffAllClearLED 

 movlw 0x08 

 movwf DTMFchar 

 call  SendDTMF 

 call  TurnOnAllClearLED 

 movlw 0x07 

 movwf DTMFchar 

 call  SendDTMF 

 call  TurnOffAllClearLED 

 movlw 0x07 

 movwf DTMFchar 

 call  SendDTMF 

 call  TurnOnAllClearLED 

 movlw 0x02 

 movwf DTMFchar 

 call  SendDTMF 

 call  TurnOffAllClearLED 

 movlw 0x02 

 movwf DTMFchar 

 call  SendDTMF 

 call  TurnOnAllClearLED  ; Display: When dialing is finished, turn ... 

 call  TurnOnNotClearLED  ; ... on all three LEDs. 

 call  TurnOnAlarmedLED 

 call  ConfigureU8ForCPMonitoring 

 call  del100ms     ; wait for the Bell system to settle 

         ; Step #4 - Wait up to 5 seconds for the first ... 

         ; ... ring tone, checking every 20ms. 

 movlw 0xFA      ; d'250'=0xFA to count 5-second wait 

 movwf countFirst  

TP6WaitForFirstCPTone 

 call  del20ms 

 call  ReadIRQOnce 

 btfsc RetValues,CPtone 

 goto  TP6StartOfFirstCPTone 

 decfsz countFirst,f 

 goto  TP6WaitForFirstCPTone 

TP6TimeOut_NoCPTone     ; Error: No CP tone within 5 seconds. 

 call  TurnOffAllClearLED  ; Display: Turn off all three LEDs. 

 call  TurnOffNotClearLED 

 call  TurnOffAlarmedLED 

 call  OpenRelayTel 

 call  del500ms     ; enter infinite loop 

 goto  TP6TimeOut_NoCPTone 

TP6StartOfFirstCPTone 

         ; Step #5 - Prepare to count 10 ring tones. 

 movlw 0x0A      ; d'10'=0x0A to count ten ring tones 
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 movwf countRings 

TP6StartOfAnyCPTone     ; Step #6 - Wait up to 3 seconds for the ... 

         ; ... ring tone to end, checking every 50ms. 

 call  TurnOnAllClearLED  ; Display: "All Clear" LED on during ring tone. 

 movlw 0x3C      ; d'60'=0x3C to count 3-second tone 

 movwf countTone  

 decfsz countRings,f 

 goto  TP6CPToneContinues 

TP6TimeOut_NoAnswer     ; Error: No answer within ten ring tones. 

 call TurnOffAllClearLED   ; Display: Turn on two of the LEDs. 

 call  TurnOnNotClearLED 

 call  TurnOnAlarmedLED 

 call  OpenRelayTel 

 call  del500ms     ; enter infinite loop 

 goto  TP6TimeOut_NoAnswer 

TP6CPToneContinues 

 call  ReadIRQ50ms    ; test a 50ms interval for an IRQ waveform 

 btfss RetValues,CPtone 

 goto  TP6StartOfAnyCPPause 

 decfsz countTone,f 

 goto  TP6CPToneContinues 

TP6TimeOut_LongRing     ; Error: Ring tone lasted more than 3 seconds. 

 call  TurnOnAllClearLED  ; Display: Turn on two of the LEDs. 

 call  TurnOnNotClearLED 

 call  TurnOffAlarmedLED 

 call  OpenRelayTel 

 call  del500ms     ; enter infinite loop 

 goto  TP6TimeOut_LongRing 

TP6StartOfAnyCPPause 

         ; Step #7 - Wait up to 4.5 seconds for the ... 

         ; ... pause to end, checking every 50ms. 

 call  TurnOffAllClearLED  ; Display: "All Clear" LED off during pause. 

 movlw 0x5A      ; d'90'=0x5A to count 4.5-second pause 

 movwf countPause 

TP6CPPauseContinues 

 call  ReadIRQ50ms    ; test a 50ms interval for an IRQ waveform 

 btfsc RetValues,CPtone 

 goto  TP6StartOfAnyCPTone 

 decfsz countPause,f 

 goto  TP6CPPauseContinues 

TP6SendSOS       ; Success: The pause timed-out; someone answered. 

 call  ConfigureU8ForDTMFTransmission 

 call  SendSOS 

 call  OpenRelayTel    ; hang up 

TP6Done 

 call  TurnOffAllClearLED  ; Display: Flash the LEDs. 

 call  TurnOffNotClearLED 

 call  TurnOffAlarmedLED 

 call  del500ms 

 call  TurnOnAllClearLED 

 call  TurnOnNotClearLED 

 call  TurnOnAlarmedLED 

 call  del500ms 

 goto  TP6Done 

; 

; ************************************************************************************ 

; TestProgram7 simply closes the output relays and holds them closed, so that a  

; continuity check can be made of the connections of the eight output pairs. 

; 

TestProgram7 

 bcf  INTCon,GIE    ; disable global interrupts 

 call  CloseRelayOut 

TP7 

 call  del500ms 

 goto  TP7 

 

 END        ; end assembly  

 


